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Westinghouse Energy Systems b 355
Electric Corporation Pimburgh Pennsylvania 152340355

DCP/NRCl248
NSD-NRC-98 5561
Docket No.: 52-003

February 6,1998.

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

NTTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: AP609 RESPONSE TO FSER OPEN ITEh1S

Dear h1r. Quay:

Enclosed with this letter are the Westinghouse responses to FSER open items on the AP600. A
summary of the enclosed responses is provided in Table 1. Included in the table is the FSER open
item number, the associated OITS number, and the status to be designated in the Westinghouse status
column of OITS.

The NRC should review the encloares and inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the
"NRC Status" column of OITS.

Please contact me on (4 2)/74-4334 if you have any questions concerning this transmittal.

fh h~
Ilrian A. hiclntyre, hianager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing,
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cc: W. C. Iluffman, NRC (Enclosure) |'

)3T. J. Kenyon, NRC (Enclosure),

J. hl. Sebrosky, NRC (Enclosure)
D. C. S:aletti, NRC (Enclosure)
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosure)
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DCP/NRCl248.

NSD-NRC-98-5561 2- February 6,1998

Table 1
List of FSER Open Items Included in Letter DCP/NRCl248'

FSER Open Item OITS Number Westinghouse status in OITS

220.121F (R2) 6308 Con 0mi W
,

440.754F (RI) 6412 Confinn W

480.753 (RI) 6411 Confirm W
'

480.1109 (RI) /378 Action N

480.ll21F 6545 Confirm W

480.1125F (RI) 6549 Confinn W

480.1126F 6550 Confirm W

480.ll32F 6556 Confirm W

480.1144F 6568 Confirm W

480.ll45F 6569 Confirm W

| 480.1146F 6570 Confirm W

480.1147F 6571 Action N

480.ll48F 6572 Action N

480.1149F 6573 Action N

480.1152F 6576 Action N

480.1155F 6579 Confirm W

480.ll56F 6580 Confirm W

480.1157F 6581 Action N

480.1162F 6586 Confirm W
,

480.1164F 6588 Action N

480.1165F 6589 Action N
_
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{ FSER Open item -
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1 Open Item 220.121F (OITS #6308) Response Revision 2,

The equation for bending stiffness is valid only if the steel and concrete truly behave as a composite
section. Thus, because the original module design did not include any shear studs to bind together the
rteel plates and concrete, the staff asserted that Westinghouse needed to demonstrate the adequacy of

j the design based on the assumption of a composite section. The staff identified this requirement as
Open Item 3.8.3.4-3.

,

t

In Revision 7 of the SSAR Westinghouse modified the configuration and design approach for the
concrete-filled wall modules. Specifically, the diaphragm plates, which pieviously connected the two4

: faceplates, were replaced with steel trusses. In addition, the horizontal angles welded to the steel
| faceplates were replaced by a pattern of steel shear studs. (These shear studs were intended to connect
I the steel faceplates to the concrete fill, thereby creating composite action of the steel plates and
;_ concrete.) This modified design approach treated the faceplates as reinforcing steel, and utilized ACI
t 349 as the basis for the wall design. This approach is backed-up by a series of tests performed in

Japan and has been common practice in the industry, and therefore is acceptable, provided that the; .

; pattern / location and design of the studs is properly performed. However, in reviewing the sampled
'

design calculations for the stuos during the meeting on January 14 to 16,1997, the staff found that
Westinghouse failed to demonstrate the adequacy of the stud design criteria, which are needed to an
ensure composite action.

. Westinghouse addressed the staff's concerns relateo to the design criteria for the shear studs in its letter
dated April 10,1997. Specifically, that letter described the method used to design the shear studs,.

; which is based on the requirements of ANSUAISC N690 for composite construction with concrete
: slabs on steel beams. The criteria used in ANSUAISC N690 for full composite behavior is that the

; strength of the shear connectors over the length of the beam from the point of maximum moment to
the point of zero moment is greater than the yield strength of the steel beam. This letter also
described the approach for considering in-plane loadings which need to be transferred between the

j steel faceplates and the concrete core.

|
j During the meeting at Westinghouse on April 14 through 18,1997, The staff raised a concern that the

design method' described in the submittal dated April 10,1997, did not consider the simultaneous
application of in-p'ane and out-of-plane loads acting on the shear studs. To address this concern,
Westinghouse presented preliminary design calculations for review, during the review meeting on

; April 14 through 18,1997. In tnese calculations, Westinghouse expanded its design method for the
shear studs by considering in-plan ' id out-of-plane loads applied simultaneously. Westinghouse also

[ demonstrated that, for the design rbon steel faceplates, the existing design of shear studs meets
the limits allowed by code. Howe a, fcr the stainless steel faceplates used for the modules in contact,

with water, the staff noted that Westinghouse needed to consider the combmed action of shear studs-

and the attached steel angles to meet the code allowable.

? Nonetheless, because the shear stud design approach described above follows ANSUAISC N690
; criteria and considers the simultaneous application of the other in-plane and out-of-plane loads, the

staff found the design method acceptable, with the exception that Westinghouse needed to finalize the
calculation for the staff review. Also, Westinghouse needed to modify the calculation for the studs
attached to the stainless steel plates so that it would consider a concrete strength of 27.58 MPa (4,000
psi) instead of 34.47 MPa (5.000 psi) (to determine the angle capacity). In addition, Westinghouse

.

3 Westinghouse 220.121(R2)-1
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needed to modify the SSAR description of the trusses to reflect that the trusses are also used to
develop shear load transfer between the steel facepittes and the concrete core. Given those
modification of design calculations, this open item is considered technically resolved. However, Open
item 3.8.3.4 3 will not be closed until Westinghouse submits the final design calculations and the
revised SSAR for the staff review.

'
The following concern was expressed during the meetings on January 20 and 21,1998. '

Westinghouse SSAR, revision 17 subsection 3.8.4.5.1 provides requirements for design of concrete
anchors. This section states that design of fasteners to concrete is in accordance with ACI 349-90,
Appendix B with supplementary criteria based on three other references. This section also states that
anchors are designed wherever oossib]s with sufficient depth of embedment and side cover such that
the steel anchor yields prior to failure of the concrete.4

i

The staff's concern is that the above criteria permit Westinghouse to design fasteners to concrete>

including the embedded concrete anchors on the structural modules such that the concrete fails prior to,

; the steel yielding (i.ef non-ductile behavior). No criteria are presented in the SSAR to establish the
| strength for such non-ductile behavior. The staff position requires review of such criteria on a " case
: by case" basis. No mechanism is currently defined for such a review of these criteria at the time of
j the Combined License application.
i

; I Response: Revision 2
4

Westinghouse has finalized the design calculation for the shear studs as identified in Westinghouse's
letter dated 10/13/97, DCP/NRC1075. This letter stated that the design calculations were complete
and that they can be made available for review.,

i

SSAR subsection 3.8.3.5.3.5 was revised in Revision 12 to reflect that the trusses are also used to<

i develop shear load transfer between the steel faceplates and the concrete core.
,

'

The welded studs on the structural modules are 6 inches long and 3/4 inches in diameter. The
minimum spacing is 10 inches horizontally and 8 inches vertically. The primary function of these

j studs is to transfer shear between the steel surface plate and the concrete. For this function the
; welded studs are ductile, i.e. steel failure would occur prior to concrete pullout. Some of the studs

may be used to resist tension loads imposed by attachments to the external face of the module.
Under tension loads the steel and concrete capacities are nearly equal and there may be a non-ductile,

: concrete failure.
;

1 The staff position on steel embedments endorses the use of ACI 349, Appendix B with supplementary
! criteria for concrete pullout. The welded studs on the structural modules v. hen used for tensile 4eals

I will be evaluated for tensile loads using requirements accepted for wedge and sleeve type expansion
j l anchor bolts in Bulletin 79-02. Bulletin 79-02 requires that the wedge and shell type concrete
4 I expansion anchor bolts have a minimum factor of safety of four between the bolt design load and the

I bolt ultimate capacity determined from static load tests which simulate the actual conditions of
I installation. as non ductile inser as permi::ed by pamgmph' B11 and B12 of ACI 349. '!he

i pullout +trength cf the ecnere:c a de:ermmed frem tests. "'hile ACI 3 '9 permit a streng:h redue:ien
factor-ef 0.5 applied to :he average-of-the tes: failure ! cads, the AP6^" evalua:!cn i!! apply the

$ Westinghouse
220.121(R2)-2
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Miength :: duction fac:ct :c Se !ce.:: Scand of de :::: failar; ! cads (5 percent fractile). His-more
conservative approach-is< cam:en: 'ith $ la:::: draf: being considered by Se ACI 319 commi::::.
Thi:. approach :: documented-in-the SSAR revoica ;hov n belov.

The approach and limitations on the use of anchors included in the SSAR revision conforms with the
iCC aff technical position on the use of Appendix B of the ACI 349 Code. The technical position
is documented in Design Control Document for the ABWR and as Appendix E in the draft Revision 2
for Standard Review Plan 3.8.4. He technical position identifies exceptions to the 1985 version of

i ACI 349 Appendix B. The primary exception is to the use of a 45 degree failure cone theory to
predict concrete failure. He supplementai requirements for fastening to concrete included in SSAR
subsection 3.8.4.5.1 define the requirements for AP600 and do not permit the use of the 45 degree
failure cone theory. The forma: cf $e supp!cmen:a! requirement; generauy fc!!c=: changes :a AG
319, Appendi; B being eensidered by 'he ACI code ecmmi::ee da: .i!! addrez $e concems of the
NRC-:taff-

SSAR Revision:

1 Revise subsection 3.8.4.5.1 as shown below. Markup is based on SSAR Revision 20.

3.8.4.5.1 Supplemental Requirements for Concrete Structures

Supplemental requirements for ACI-349 are given in the position on Regulatory Guide 1.142 in
Appendix 1 A. In addition, the criteria of ACI-318, Chapters 12 and 21, arc considered in
detailing, placing, anchoring, and splicing of the reinforcing steel.

Design of fastening to concrete is in accordance with ACI 349-90, Appendix B with
I supplementary criteria described below. based en reference: 45, !?, and 48. Reference 45

provides bacleground-material and a reccmmended design-approach fc censideration-in-the-AG
buikhng code. References 27-and-48-evalua:e 1e :es: data again~ varicus anchor beh design
approaches. Rese reference; a : considered by be cede con'mi:: e responsib!: for AC! ? ?

Re approach-and-limitation: on 1 use of ancho:: fer fat.:ening :c concrete confern ith-the
NRC-staff : chmcal pcs.::ca en Se use of Appendi; B cf $c ACI ? !9 Code. Pending rev:sion to
Appendi; B 1 AP60^ criterra-melude 6e fe!!cwing-eermderatiemw.

.

The 45 degree cone assumption used in the Appendix B approach is eliminated..

l The basic single anchor capacities for tension and shear are calculated by empirical formulae.

i based on test data.
I

I Edge effects consider the effect of edges within a distance of one and a half times the.

I embedment depth. Edge distances are sufficient to prevent lateral bursting.
I

I Group effects consider the effect of adjacent anchors within a distance of three times the=

I embedment depth.

- ne noniinal cencre:c breakout-strength-for-a-fastener c g cup cf fastenc : is based on design

W Westinghouse
220.121(R2)-3-
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med:b " h!ch =u!: .a predictic= cf 1:eng1 in subs'e nial ag : mer: ii :::alts-of
campreh =:ve :::n and t hich acccun: for si:: :ffects. H ::ren.,$ c b=:d en 1: 5 percent
fraetite cf t' bei ind!"idual f=: ncr capaci:y, i'S ma'!! fica:icn made for $ numb : cf

'

fastener *rthe-effect; of elese-spacing of f=:enem, p caimity :c edges, dep$ ef $ concrete
nernber, eccen:rie !cading; cf f=:ener g: cups, and p:esence cr b; ne: of creek %

Strength reduction factors and steel strength are specified F=::ncm at: designed thereveri *

pezib!: it suffhep6 cf embedmen: end side 045 such that the steel fastener yields
I prior to failure of the concrete. For those cases Wwhen, fg el fastener yie!d cannot be

demonstrated to occur prior to concrete failure, the design strength is established using a
i minimum s::engi ::due:!ca factor of safety of 4.0 between the fastener design load and the
i fastener ultimate capacity determined from static load tests which simulate the actual

; I conditions of installation. 0.5 applied :c $c norn5:1 concrete b :al,ca: capaci:y.
.,

,

1

I The effect of concrete cracking is considered for fasteners located within the tensile zone of*

I supporting concrete.
4

i
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. NRC FSER OPEN ITEM -

| _ Question 440.753F (OITS - 6411)

Increase in the RCS Invente:y Events (SSAR 15.5)

In an NRC inspection of Westinghouse AP600 design control activities from November 17 through
21,1997, the staff found that operator actions were necessary (opening of the reactor vessel head
vents) to prevent overfall of the pressurizer under some of the conditions in the analyses of increased
RCS inventory events. The limiting case presented in the FSAR states that it " bounds cases that
model explicit operator action 30 minutes after reactor trip." It is the staffs understand ing that the
cases that model explicit operator action actually . quire operator action or the pressurizer overfill
would be. worse than reported in the SSAR. It appears that Westinghouse has reported the worst
overfill transient that does not require operator action but not the worst transient if no operator action
were assumed.

Consequently, the staff concludes that operator action is necessary to mitigate the worst increase in
RCS inventory events. We'stinghouse should provide the following additional information relative to
the cases that model explicit operator action within 30 minutes:

(a) Discuss assumptions important to the calculations related to pressurizer overfill resulting from
increased RCS inventory events where operator action is necessary. What is the maximum time delay
that can occur without taking operator action before the transient would exceed the limits curently
reported in tl'e SSAR.,

(b) Provide information to demonstrate that unambiguous alarms or indications for the events are
available, and the procedural instructions are clear to operators to take appropriate actions within the
time frame assumed in the analyses.

(c) Westinghouse stated that the cases that model explicit operator action take credit for the use of the
reactor sessel head sents to reduce the RCS inventory. . Address compliance of this case with the
technical specification requirements of to CFR 50.36. Specifically, item (c)(2)fi)(C), criterion 3 for-
the TS requirements, states that "A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success
path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either
assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier."

(d) Update the SSAR to include the limiting analyses that credited the operator actions to prevent
pressurizer overfill from occurring.

(e) Discuss the need to add an ITAAC to verify the capacity of the reactor vessel head vent system
used by operators to prevent pressurizer overfill from occurring.

1

W Westinghouse 440.753F-1 4
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| Response (Revision _1):

(a),(b) SSAR Section 15.5 has been revised to include a more enmplete discussion of the use of
operator actions to mitigate the consequences of the increa>e in reactor coolant inventory
esents discussed in this RAI. The revised discussion addresses the assumptions important to
the calculations related to pressurizer over611 resulting from increased RCS insentory events
where operator action is necessary and addresses the basis for the timing of the operator
actions credited. It also includes a discussion of the instrumentation used by the operator.

(c) Per the respcase to FSER Open Item 440.785, a technical specification for the reactor vessel
head vent valves has been incorporated.

(d) The revised 3SAR Section 15.5 discusses the analyses of events where operator actions are
assumed. However, the results of these events are less limiting (the margin to pressurizer
overfill is greater) than the analyses presented in the SSAR, and the analyses presented in the
SSAR are bounding..

.

(c) The RCS ITAAC (CDM 2.1.2) currently contains design committments for the reactor vessel
head vent vah -s regarding their safety class and active safety function. It is modified as

! shown to address the required capacity to accomodate overfill scenarios. SSAR subection
: 5.4.12.4 is modified to reflect the testing associated with the reactor vessel head vent valves.

SSAR Revision:

SSAR Section 15.5

ITAAC Revision:

The following design committement will be added to the RCS ITAAC and CDM Table 2.1.2-4:

The RCS provides emergency letdown during design basis events.

The folicwing Inspection, Tests and Analyses will be added to the CDM Table 2.1.2-4:

Inspections of the reactor vessel head vent valves and inlet and outlet pipmg will be conducted

The following Acceptance Criteria will be added to CDM Table 2.1.2-4: '

A report exists and concludes that the capacity of the reactor vessel head vent is sufficient to pass not
less than 8.2 lbmisec at i250 psia in the RCS.

440.753F 2
Resision 1 3 WeStingh0US8
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15.5.1.3 Results I

Figures 15 5.11 through 15.5 1 11 show the transient response to the inadvertent operation ;

of the core makeup tanks dunng power operation. The inadvertent opening of the core
, makeup tank discharge valves occurs at to seconds. Inhibited core makeup tank injection
i begins as the reactor coolant pumps continue to operate. The pr.:ssunzer lesel initially
'

shnnks due to the addition of cold borated water. As the core makeup tanks continue to add
insentory to the pnmary system the pressunzer level beings to increase until the high 3
pressurizer lesel reactor tnp setpoint is reached at about 1599 seconds. After a 2 second
delay, the neutron Dux starts decreasing due to the reactor trip, which is immediately followed

; by the turbine trip. Following reactor trip, the reactor power drops and the aserage reactor
coolant system temperature decreases with subsequent coolant shnnkage. Howeser, due te
the assumed loss of offsite power, the reactor coolant pumps trip at about 1604 seconds and,

the core makeup tanks start injecting cold water into the reactor coolant system at a much
higher rate. The primary coolant system shrinkage is counteracted by the core makeup tank
injection, and the pressunzer water volume starts to increase because of the heatup of the cold
injected Guid by the decay heat. The high 3 pressurizer level setpoint is once again reached,

at about 1653 seconds, and after a 15 second delay, the signal is sent to actuate the PRHR
heat exchanger and block the pressunzer heaters. Following a conservative 22 second delay.,

the salves are assumed to open to actuate the PRHR heat exchanger at about 1690 seconds.
4

After reactor tnp, the pressure in the primary and secondary systems increases initially due
; to the assumed' unavailability of the nonsafety related control systems. The pnmary and

secondary system pressures eventuall> decrease as the PRHR system remoses decay heat.
; The core makeup tanks work in recirculation mode, meaning they are always filled with water

because cold borated water injected through the injection lines is replaced by hot water
coming from the cold leg (balance hnes) The pressurizer level increases until the core
makeup tank recirculation is decreased suf0ciently, and the PRHR system heat removal rate
approaches that of the core deca > heat generation.

.

At about 6.827 seconds, the PRHR heat aux approaches core decay heat and the pressunzer
: water solume stops increasing. At 6.966 seconds, the pressurizer safety valves close. At

approumately 10,000 seconds, the PRHR heat aux matches the core decay huat. At,

approximately 18,000 seconds, the core makeup tanks essentially stop recirculating.,

) Figure 15.5.16 shows the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) until the time of

} reactor coolant trip and subsequent now coastdown due to the loss of offsite power. At this
; time, core power and heat aux hase diminished sufficiently, due to the reactor tnp, that

DNBR is well above the design hmit salue defined in Section 4 4.

The calculated sequence of esents is shown in Table 15 51.

i The limiting case presented here bounds all cases that model explicit operator action4

I; 30 minutes after reactor tnp. For such events, the operator would take action to reduce the
I increase in coolant insentory As the pressunzer water level would increase above the high.

j ! pressunzer water lesel that normally isolates chemical and volume control system makeup.

i Resision: 13
i May 30,1997 15 5-4 W Westift house
: ~ t ')

Wo.753 -3
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I the normal letdown line could be placed into sersice to reduce the increase m coolant
I ins enterv. If letdown could not be placed into service, the operator could use the safety.
I related reactor s essel head sent valses to reduce the increase in coolant insentory. For these
i e*,ents, following the procedures cuttined m the AP600 Emergency Response Guidelines AFR.
I i 1. there is 2ufficient time for the operator to mitigate the consequences of this event, and the
i results of such an esent hase a greater margm to pressunzer overfill than that presented in
I this analy sis.

)

15.5.1.4 Conclusions

Th: " " ; :=: pt=::::d ha: 5 ::d: :!! := = S : ::d:! ::p!!:i: ep=::= =:icn
3^ ":;:= d:= r:=:t Hp C =id: Hag C :. The results of this analysis show that
inadsertent operation of the core makeup tanks dunng pov er operation does not adsersely
atiect the core, the reactor coolant system, or the steam systern. The PRHR heat removal
capacity is such that reactor coolant water is not relieved from the pressurizer safety valves
DNBR always remains above the design limit values, and reactor coolant system and steam
generator pressures remain below !!0 percent of t!icir design values.

15.5.2 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That Increases
Reactor Coolant Inventory

15.5.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An increase of reactor coolant insentory. which results from addition of cold unborated water
to the reactor coolant system,is analyzed in subsection 15 4 6.

In this subsection 15.5 2, the increase of reactor coolant system insentory due to the addition
of boc.ted water is analyzed

- The mcrease of reactor coolant system coolant insentory may be due to the spunous operation
of one or both of the chemical and solume control system pumps or by the closure of the
letdown path. If the chemical and solume control system is injecting highly borated water
into the reactor coolant system the reactor experiences a negatise reactisity excursion due to
the injected boron, causing a decrease m reactor power and subsequent coolant shnnkage

*

The load decreases due to the effect of reduced steam pressure after the turbine throttle valve
fully opens.

At high chemical and volume control sy stem boron concentration, low reactivity feedback
conditions, and reactor in manual rod control, an "S" signal will be generated by either the
low Tm or_ tow steamline pressure setpoints before the chemical and solume control sy stem
can inject a significant amount of water into the reactor coolant system. In this case. the
chemical and solume control system malfunction event proceeds similarly to, and is only
slightly more limiting than, a spunous "S" signal esent. If the automatic rod control is
modeled and the pressunzer spray functions properly to prevent a high pressure reactor tnp
signal, no "S" signals are generated and this specific esent is termmated by autoaiatic

_.

Revision: 13
W Westinghouse 15 5-5 May 30,1997
~
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The pressunzer heaters are automatically blocked on an "S" signal, and do not add heat.

to the system during the penod of Guid thermal expansion that produces the peak
pressunzer water solume. Thus, the pressunzer heaters are assumed to be inoperable
dunng this esent.

Pressunzer spray*

The spray system controls the pressurizer pressure so that a high pressunzer presst re
reactor tnp is prevented.

Boron injection*

After 10 seconds at steady state, the chemical and volume control system pumps s'vt
injecting borated water, which is slightly above the reactor coolant system boron
concentration. Upon receipt of an "S" signal. the chemical and volume control system
pumps are isolated and the core makeup tanks begin injecting 3400 ppm borated water.

Turbine load*

The turbine load is assumed constant until the governor dnves the throttle valse wide
open Then the turbine load drops as stesia pressure drops.

Protection and safety monitoring system actuations*

if the automatic rod control system is modeled and the pressunzer spray system
functions properly, no reactor trip signal is expected to occur. Instead, the esent is
terminated by automatic isolation of the chemical and sou.me control system on the-
safety grade high 2 pressurizer lesel setpoint. If the automatic rod control system is not
actne and the pressurizer spray system is assumed to be asailable, reactor tnp may be
initiated on either low T ,, "S" or a low steamline pressure "S" signal.

The core decay heat is remosed by the PRHR heat e changer. The worst single failure
is assumed to occur in the outlet line of the PRHR heat exchanger. One of the two
parallel isolation valves is assumed to fail open.

Plant systems and equipment available to mitigate the effect of the accident are discussed
in subsection 15.0.8 and listed in Table 15.0-6. No single active failure in any of these
systems or equipment adsersely affects the consequences of the accident.

15.5.2.3 Results

Figures 15 5 21 through 155212 show the transient response to a chemical and volume
control system malfunction that results in an increase of reactor coolant system insentory.
Neutron Dux slowly decreases due to boron injection, but steam now does not decrease until
later in the transient when the turbine throttle salves are wide open.

Resision: 13
May 30,1997 15 5-8 W Westingh0USe
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As the chemical and volume control system injeu,"i Dow increases reactor coolant system
insentory, pressunzer water solume begins increasing while the pnmary system is cooling
dow n At about 1,236 seconds, the low T setpoint is reached, the reactor trips, and them
control rods start moving into the core

immediately following reactor tnp the turbine is tnpped and after a 3 second delay, a
consequential loss of offsite power is assumed and the reactor coolant pumps tnp The basis
for the 3 second delay is desenbed in subsection 15 0.14. Soon after reactor tnp the
pressunzer heaters are blocked and the main feedwater lines, steam lines, and chemical and
solume control system are isolated. After a conservatne 22 second delay, the PRHR heat
exchanger is actuated and the core makeup tank discharge valses are opened. The core
makeup tanks work in recirculation mode, meaning they are always filled with water because
cold borated water integrated through the injection lines is replaced by hot water coming from
the cold leg balance lines.

The operation of the PRHR heat excht.nger and the core makeup tanks caols down the plant.
Due to the swelling of the core makeup tank water, the pressunzer level is still inc.easmg.
At about 3,000 seconds, reactor coolant system temperature is 455'F. The cooling effect due
to the core makeup tanks is decreasing. In this condition, the PRHR heat exchanger cannot
remose the entire decay heat. Reactor coolant system temperature tends to increase until an
equilibnum between decay heat power and heat absorbed by the PRHR heat exchanger is
reached.

At approumately 21,700 seconds, the PRHR heat flux approaches core decay heat. the
pressunzer water volume stops increasing, and the pressunzer safety salves close At
approumately 22,000 seconds, the PRHR heat Oux matches the core deca) heat and the core
makeup tanks essentially stop injecting.

Figure 15 5 2-6 shows the DNBR until the tirne of reactor cooiant pump tnp and subsequent
Gow coastdown due to the loss of offsite power. At this time, core power and heat aux hase
diminished sufGeiently, due to the reactor tnp that DNBR is well abose the design limit
s alue defined in Section 4 4.

The calculated sequence of events is shown in Table 15 51.

I The limiting case presented here bounds all cases that model explicit operator action I hour
I after reactor tnp. For such esents, the operatcr could take action to reduce the increase in
I coolant inventory. As the pressunzer water lesel would increase above the high pressunzer
I water level that normally isolates chemical and volume control system makeup, the normal
I letdown line could be placed into seruce to reduce the increase in coolant insentory if
I letdown could not be placed into service, the operator would use the safetv related reactor
I sessel head sent valves to reduce the increase in coolant insentory. For these esents,
I following the procedures outlined in the AP600 Emergency Response Guidelines AFR ! 1,
I there is suf6cient time for the operator to mitigate the consequences of this esent, and the
I results of such an esent hase a greater margin to pressunzer overfill :han that presented in
I this analysis

Revision: 13
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15.5.2.4 Conclusions

Th: ' " ng :::: p ::::::d S::: 5:;nd: ::::: :h:: ::d:' ::p5i: :p::eee+-eet? ' '--- "--
rec ::: :p Cer:id:F ; +,i:, The results of this analysis show that a chemical and volume
control s> stem malfunction does not adsersely affect the core, the reactor coolant s>ste n, or
the steam system. The PRHR heat removal capacity is such that reac;or coolant water is not
relieved from the pressunzer safety valses. DNBR remains above the design limit values, and
reactor coolant system and steam generator pressures remam below 110 per:ent of their
design salues.

If the automatic rod control system and the pressurizer spray systems are assumed to function,
no reactor trip signal is expected to occur. Instead, the event is terminated by automatic
isolation of the chemical and volume control system on the safety grade high pressunzer level
setpoint. If manual rod control is assumed and the pressurizer spray system is assumed to be
unavailable, reactor tnp may be initiated on either a high pressurizer prest.ute, low T,,a "S",
or a low steamline pressure "S" signal.

15.5.3 Boiling Water Reactor Transients

This subsection is not applicable to the AP600.

15.5.4 Combined License Information

This subsection has no requirement for additional information to be provided in support of
the Combined License application.

15.5.5 References

1. Bumett, T. W. T., et.al.,"LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP 7907 P A (Propnetary)
p and WCAP 7907-A (Nonproprietary), April 1984.

<
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5 5. Reector Cool:nt Systtm and Connscisd Systems

5.4.12.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

inservice inspection of ASME Code Classes 2 and 3 components is conducted according to
Section 6.6. Subsection 3.9.6 discusses inservice testing and inspection of valves. Subsection
5.2.4 discusses inservice inspection and testing of ASME Code, Class I components that are
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

I_ The requirements for tests and inspections for reactor coolant system valves is found in
I subsection 5.4.8.4. In addition, tests for the reactor vessel head vent valves and piping are
i conducted during preoperational testing of the reactor coolant system, as discussed in Section
i 14.2.
I

i 5.4.12.4.1 Flow Testing
i

1 -Initial verification of the capacity of the reactor vessel head vent valves is performed during
i the plant initial test program. A low pressure now test and associated analysis is conducted
I to determine the capacity of each reactor vessel he:.d vent now path. The reactor coolant
i system is at cold conditions with the pressurizer full of water. The normal residual heat
I removal pumps is used to provide injection now into the reactor coolant system, discharging

through the reactor vessel head vent valves. The measured Gow rate at low pressure is such
I that the acad sent now capacity is at least 8.2 lbm/sec at an RCS pressure of 1250 psia.

5.4.12.5- Instrumentation Requirements

The reactor head vent valves can be operated from the control room or the remote shutdown
panel. The isolation valves in the vent line and automatic depressurization system valves
have position sensors. The position indication from each solenoid. operated isolation valve
is monitored in the control room.

5.4.13 Core Makeup Tank

The core makeup tank (CMT) in the passive core cooling system stores cold borated water
under system pressure for high pressure reactor coolant makeup. See Section 6.3 for a
discussion of the operation of the core makeup tank in the passive core cooling system and
the connections to the core makeup tank.

5.4.13.1 Design Bases

The core makeup tank is designed and fabricated according to the ASME Code, Section III
, as a Class 1 component. See subsection 5.2.1. The boundaries ot'the ASME Code include

the pressure-containing materials up to, but excluding, the circumferential welds at nozzle safe
ends. The manway cover and bolting materials are inclaled within this boundary. The core
n akeup tank is AP600 equipment Class A (ANS Safety Class 1, Quality Grot p A) Stresses
are maintained within the limits of the ASME Code, Section III. Section 5.2 provides the
ASME Code and materia! requirements. Subsection 5.2.4 discusses inservice inspection.

Draft Revision: 21
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Que'stion 440.754F (OITS - 6412) ' !

Boron Dilution Analyses (SSAR 15.4.6)

In an NRC inspection of Westinghouse AP600 design control activities from November 17 through
21,1997, the staff found that the applicant relied on the test data documented in EGG-LOFT-5867
(Project No. P 394) to establish the required RCS circulation flow rate of 1000 gpm cited in Technical
Speci0 cation 3.4.9 and to support its comple:e boron mixing model assumed in the boron dilution
analyses. The AP600 design features are different from the test conditions discussed in EGG LOFT.
5867. For example, the injection location is at DVI for AP600 while the test facility simulated a cold-
leg injection. For AP600, the maximum boron dilution flow rate assumed in the analyses is 200 pm
and the required TS RCS circulation rate is 1000 gpm to assure complete mixing of the unborated
water. For the tests, the test facility simulated conditions with unborated now rate of 300 gpm and
RCS circulation rates greater than of 3000 gpm. In light of ditTerences in the injection location and
injected flow rates, Westinghouse is requested to address the applicability of the boron mining testing
data to the AP600 design and validate the complete boron mixing model assumed ;n the boron
dilution analysis.

.

I Response (Revision 1):

; The AP600 requirement for minimum now through the reactor vessel is consistent with the approach
takea in current operating plants. Specifically, the Standard Technical Specifications require one
normal residual heat removal (RNS) pump be operating during Modes 3,4 and 5 to assure adequate

"
,

! now through the reactor sessel. The AP600 Technical Specifications went further and actually
specified a minimum now rate to prevent the plant from reducing the flow through the caetor vessel
below a minimum value. A flow rate of 1000 gpm was selected based on the AP600 RNS design and
based on operating experience in current PWRs.

The AP600 design documentation does not reference the test data documented in EGG LOFT-5867.
This test report was shown to the NRC staff during the NRC inspection as an indication that the;

"

assumptions regarding mixing in the RCS during RNS operation were valid. This report discusses
; testing that showed suf0cient mixing for a 4 loop plant (Trojan) with a scaled flow rate of 3000 gpm.

Al hough the RNS How rate for the test is 2 times greater than the AP600 minimum flow rate, thet

mixing time (i.e. mixing volume + flow rate) is much closer to the AP600 (14.3 minutes versus 16.8
*

minutes). In addition, the test report indicates that perfect mixing could be assumed for Gow rates
orders of magnitude less than that tested.

Wedinghause has performed an evaluation of the flow regime through the AP600 reactor vessel with
the minimum flow specified in T.S 3.4.9. This evaluatica shows that the flow through the aactor
vessel downcomer and lower plenum is turbulent (Reynolds numbers in excess of 19,000), and
therefore the Guid in the reactor vessel can be assumed to be well mixed. This conclusion is
consistent wb the assumptions used in current plants, and consistent with the approach discussed in,

the test report. Westinghouse concludes that the assumption used in the boron dilution accident
o
,

440.754F-1
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analyses that the RCS is well-mixed is valid, and is consistet't with the assumptions used for
operating plants.

In subsequent discussions with the NRC staff, the stafT agrees u;th Westinghouse that the Guid in the
downcomer can be considered well-mi:.ed. However, the assumption tha the entirc RCS volume used
in the boron dilution analysis is well mixed was still an issue. Thie assumption is questioned because
there is relatively low now through the sessel and core (1000 gpm) as compared to when the RCPs
are running, and transport time for the dilute Guid in the downtomer to reach the core is neglectedi

As discussed with the staff, assuming that the entire dilution solume is well-raixed may lead to u1

carlier prediction of both the Dux-doubling signal and core criticality. Westinghouse believes that
consideration of the transport time would result in acceptable results, because in reality, although the
boron dilution signal is generated later (than predicted), the time to criticality would also be longer
than predicted, and the results are acceptable.

The staff has indicated that this issue could be resolved by performance of additional sensitivity
studies Howeser, Westinghouse does not feel this is necessary, and instead has decided to modify the
Technical Specifications to prevent potential boron dilution esents when the reactor coolant pumps are

i not operating. Technical Specification 3.4.9 has been modified to preclude potential boron dilution
escuts when the reae.o coolant pumps are not running by isolating the deminerailized water isolation
s ahes, similar to what is done in Mode 6, per Technical Spdnea' ion 3.9.2.

i With this Technical Speci0 cation change, the minimum RCS flow rate during Modes 3, > and 5 with
the demineralized water isolation vahes open and one reactor coolant pump operating is
approximately 70,000 gpm, which is sufficient to justify the perfect mixing assumption in the analysis.
(Current plant analyses assume 3000 gpm is sufficient, which was confirmed by the EG&G testing
discussed in this RAI.). SSAR subsection 15.4.6 s modified to reDee! the change to the technical
specifications

SSAR Resision:

None

SSAR Section 15 4.6
Technical Specification 3.4.9

440.754F 2
Resision 1 Westinghouse
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', 15. Accident An: lysis

15.4.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Boron dilutions during refueling, cold shutdown, hot shutdown, hot standby, startup, and
power modes of operation are considered in this analysis. Conservative values for necessary
parameters are used (high reactor coolant system critical boron concentrations, high boron
worths, minimum shutdown margins, and lower-than-ac:ual reactor coolant system volumes).
These assumptions (see Table 15.4-2) result in conservatise determinations of the time
available for operator or automatic system response after detection of a dilution transient in
progress.

In meeting the requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, a loss of offsite
power is considered for the boron dilution case initiated from the power mode of operation
(Mode 1) with the reactor in manual control. This is the analyzed Mode 1 Nron dilution case
that produces a reactor and turbine trir The loss of offsite power is assumed to oc,:ur as a

'

direct result of a turbine trip that would disrupt the gnd and produce a consequential loss of
offsite ac power. As discussed in subsection 15.0.14, that scenario can occur only with the
plant at power and connected to the grid. Therefore, only a boron dilution case initiated from
full power will address the consequential loss of offsite power.

15.4.6.2.1 Dilution During Refueling (Mode 6)

An uncontrolled boron dilution transient cannot occur during this mode of operation.
Inadvertent dilution is prevented by administrative controls, which isolate the reactor coolant
system from the potential source of unborated water by locking closed specified valves in the
chemical and s olume control system during refueling operations. These valves block tb flow
paths that allow unborated makeup water to reach the reactor toolant system. Makeup which
is required during refueling uses water supplied from the boric acid tank (which contams
borated water)

15.4.6.2.2 Dilution During Cold Shutdown (Mode 5)

The following conditions are assumed for inadvertent boron dilution while in this operating
mode:

A dilution flow of 200 gpm of unborated water exists.*

A volume of 2245 ft' is a conservative estimate of the minimum .e reactor coolant+

system volume corresponding to the water level at mid-loop it tne vessel while on
normal residual heat removal. The assumed active volume does not include the volume
of the reactor sessel upper head region.

Control rods are fully inserted, which is the normal condition in cold shutdown and a*

critical baron concentration of 1315 ppm. This is a conservative boron concentration
with control rods inserted and allows for the most reactive rod to be stuck in the fully
withdrawn position.

Resision: 17
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1

The shutdown margin is equal to 1.6-pere:nt Ak/k, the minimum value required by the*

Technical Specifications for the cold shutdown mode. Combined with the preceding, this
gises a shutdown bcron concentration of 1489 ppm.

l The reactor coolant system dilution volume is considered well mixed. The Technical.

i Speci0 cations require that when in Mode 5, at least one reactor coolant pump shall be
i operable, which provides sufficient now through the system to maintain the system well-
I mixed. If a reacter coolant pump is not operating, the demineralized water isolation
! valves are closed and an uncontrolled boron dilution transient cannot occur, as discussed
I in section 15.4.6.2.1.

In the event of an inadvertent boron dilution transient during mld shutdown, the source range
nuclear instrumentation detects an increase of 60 percent of sne neutron Dux by comparing
the current source range flux to that of about 50 minutes earli,:r, Upon detection of the Hux
increase, an alarm is sounded for the operator, and valves are actuated to terminate the
dilution automatically.

Upon any reactor tnp signal, source range aux multiplication signal, low input voltage to the
Class IE de and uninterruptable power supply system battery chargers, or safety injection
signal, a safety function automatically isolates the potentially unborated water from the
demineralized water transfer and storage system and thereby terminates the dilution. The
suction lines for the chemical and solume control system pumps are automatically realigned
to draw borated (greater than 4000 ppm) water from the chemical and volume control system
boric acid tank. The realignment of the chemical and volume control system valves to
terminate the dilution is a safety related function. The realignment of pump suction to the
boric acid tank is a nonsafety-related operation. The chemical and volume control system
pumps are nonsafety-related, so their operation is not credited in the analysis. The analysis.

does consider the imtial portion of this boration phase by treating it as a continuing dilution
until any unborated water in the chemical and volume control system lines is purged.

2

The automatic protective actions initiate about 8.9 minutes after the start of dilution. These
automatic actions minimize the approach to criticality and maintain the plant in a subcritical
condition. After the automatic protection functions take place, the operator may take action,

to restore the Technical Specification shutdown margin.

15,4.6.2.3 Dilution During Safe Shutdown (Mode 4)

The following conditions are assumed for an N dvertent boron dilution while in this mode:a

A dilution flow of 200 gpm of unborated water exists.*

Reactor coolant system water volume is 2601 ft'. This is a conservative estimate of the*

minimum actise solume of the reactor coolant vystem while on normal residual heat
removal.

..

d
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| All control rods are fully inserted, except the most reactive rod which is assumed stuck*

in the fully withdrawn position, and a conservative critical boron concentration of
1303 ppm.

The shutdown margin is equal to 1.6-percent Ak/k, the minimum value required by the*

Technical SpeciGeations for the hot shutdown mode. This gives a shutdown boron
concentration of 1482 ppm.

I The reactor coolant system dilutica volume is considered well-mixed. The Technical*

l SpeciGcations require that when in Mode 5, at least one reactor coolant pump shall be
1 operable, which provides sufficient now through the system to maintain the system w;ll-
I mixed if a reactor coolant pump is not operating, the demineralized water isolation
I valses are closed and an uncontrolled boro i dilution transient cannot occic, c.s discussed
1 in section 15.4.6.2.1.

In the esent of an inadscrtent boron dilution transient during hot shutdown, the source range
nuclear instrumentation detects an increase of 60 percent of the neutron Dux, automatically
initiates valve movement to terminate the dilution, and sounds an alarm.

As in Mode 5, the safety analysis considers the potential penalty of the subsequent nonsafety-
related boration function by accounting for the purge volume associated with the chemical and
solume control system piping The protectise actions initiate about 8.9 minutes after start of
dilution. No operator action is required to terminate this transiet.

,

15.4.6.2.4 Dilution During Ilot Standby (Mode 3)

The following conditions are assumed for an inadvertent boron dilution while in this mode:

A dilution now of 200 gpm of unborated water exists.*
<

The reactor coolant system volume is 5737 ftt This is a c;nservative estimate of the*

minimum active volume of the reactor coolant system witL the reactor cociant system
Giled and vented and one reactor coolant pump running.

Critical boron concentration is 246 ppm. This is a conservative baron concentration*

assuming control rods are fully inserted minus the most reactive rod, which is assumed
sttak in the fully withdrawn position.

The shutdown margin is equal to 1.6-percent Ak/k, the minimum value required by tne*

Technical Specifications for the hot standby mode. This gives a shutdown boron
concentration of 426 ppm.

! The reactor coolant syste.m dilution solume is considered well-mixed. The Technical*

i Specifications require that when in Mode 5, at least one reactor coolant pump shall be
I operable, which provides sufGeient flow through the system to maintain the system well-
I mixed. If a reactor coolant pump is not operating, the demineralized water bolation

Resision: 17
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| val es are closed and an uncontrolled boron dilution transient cannot occur, as discussed
I in section 15.4.6.2.1.

In the es ent of an inadsedent boron dilution transient in hot standby, the source range nuclear
instrumentation detects an increase of 60 percent of the neutron Dux, automatically initiates
salve mosement to terminate the dilution, and sounds an alarm.

As in the analyses for Modes 4 and 5, the only consideration of the boration function in
safety analysis is to account for the additional dilution effect due to the purge volume
associated with the chemical and volume control system piping. Protective actions initiate
about i16 minutes after start of dilution. No operator action is required to terminate this
transient.

15.4.6.2.5 Dilution During Startup (Mode 2)

The plant is in the stanup mode only for startup testing at the beginning of each cycle.
During this mode of operation, rod control is in manual. Normal actions taken to change
power level, either up or down, require operator actuation. The Technical Specifications
require an available shutdown margin of 1.6-percent ak/k and four reactor coolant pumps
operating. Other conditions assumed are the following:

There is a dilution now of 200 gpm of unborated water.*

Minimum reactor coolant system water volume is 6579 ft'. This is a scry conservative*

estimate of the actise reactor coolant system solume, minus the pressurizer volume

An initial maximum critical boron concentration, corresponding to the rods inserted to*

the insertion limits. is 784 ppm. The minimum change in boron concentration from this
initial condition to a hot zero power critical condition with all rods inserted is 517 ppm.
Full rod insertion, minus the most reactive stuck rod, occurs because of reactor trip.

This mode of operation is a transitory operational mode in which the operator intentionally
dilutes and withdraws control rods to take the plant critical. During this mode, the plant is
in manual ccntrol. For a normal approach to criticality, the operator manually initiates a

-

hmited dilution and then manually withdraws the control rods, a process that takes several
hours. The Technical Specifications require that the operator determine the estimated critical
position of the control roda prior to approaching criticality and thus provide confidence that
the reactor does not go critical with the control rods below the insertion limits. Once entical,
the power escalation is slow enough to allow the operator to manually block the source range
reactor trip after receiving the P.6 permissive signal from the mtermediate rar.ge detectors
(nominally at 10' cps), Too fast a power escalation (due to an unknown dilution) would
result in reaching P-6 unexpectedly, leaving insufficient time to manually block the source
range reactor trip. Failure to perform this manuel action results in a reactor trip and
immediate shutdown of the reactor.

Resision: 17
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'

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)-

3.4.9 Minimum RCS Flow

.

LCC 3.4.9 RCS flw in the reactoi ve>>ei shall be i 1000 sp. -
M le f cot Re<dy b L- t fump (RC? ) A J|

eg cs%g .se

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4, and 5.

ACTIONS
_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RCS- Tiw 10;; then a A.1 Isolate all sources of 1 hour
tha req" ired vel a unborated water.

CCfLe>> %n ene AND

DC #' "h A.2 Perform SR 3.1.1.1. (SDM 1 hour
verification) .

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE!iENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.9.1 Verify that the RCS fis is : 1000 wg. 12 hours

d \e st one.. RC( d N oo m%
v

b AP600 3.4 14 08/97 Amendment 0
APCuseemoeco 6030409 #97 073007
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- 8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.9 Minimum RCS Flow

BASES

BACKGROUND The AP600 RCS consists of the reactor vessel and two heat
transfer loops, each containing a steam generator (SG), two
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), a single hot leg and two cold
legs for circulating reactor coolant. Loop 1 also contains
connections to the pressurizer and passive residual heat
removal (PRHR).

The primary function of the reactor coolant is removal of
decay heat and the transfer of this heat, via the SGs to the-
secondary plant fluid. The secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

Within the RCS, coolant loop flow can be provided by the
reactor coolant pumps, the Normal Residual Heat Removal
System (RNS), and to a lesser degree when in the passive
mode of operation, natural circulation.

APPLICABLE An initial condition in the Design Basis Accident (DBA)
SAFETY ANALYSES analysis of a possible Boron Dilution Event (BDE) in

MODES 3, 4, or 5 is the assumption of a minimum mixing flow
in the RCS. In this scenario, dilute water is inadvertently
introduced into the RCS, is uniformly mixed with the primary
coolant, and flows to the core. The increase in reactivity
is detected by the source range instrumentation which
arovides a signal to terminate the inadvertent dilution
afore the available SHUICCWN MARGIN (SDH) is lost. If

there is inadequate mixing in the RCS, the dilute water may
stratify in the primary system, and there will be no
indication by the source range instrumentation that a
dilution event is in progress. When primary flow is finally
increased, the dilution event may have progressed to the
point that mitigation by the source range instrumentation is
too late to prevent the loss of SDM.

Thus, a minimum mixing flow in the RCS is a process variable
which is an initial condition in a DBA analysis.

(continued)

h AP600 B 3.4 38 08/97 Amendment 0
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BASES-

APPLICABLE Minimum RCS Flow satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
SAFETY ANALYSES Statement.

(continued)

LCO The requirement that a minimum RCS flow be maintained
provides assurance that in the event of an inadvertent BDE,
the diluted water will be properly mixed with the primary
system coolant, and the increase in core reactivity will be
detected by the source rcoge instrumentation.

APPLICABILITY Minimum RCS flow is required in MODES 3, 4, and 5 because an
inadvertent BDE is considered possible in these MODES.

In H0 DES 1 and 2. LC0 3.4.4 requires all four RCPs to be in
operation. Thus, in the event of an inadvertent boron
dilution, adequate mixing will occur.

A minimum mixing flow is not required in H0DE 6 because
LC0 3.9.2 requires that all valves used to isolate unborated
water sources shall be secured in the closed position. In
this situation, an inadvertent BDE is not considered
credible.

ACTIONS A.1 .

y a w,t ece C.d n nd rosdi^3
.J N h: RCS #1 =_it Mu~J to be less then Uie requir~ed
*%m flow, all sources of unborated water must be

isolated within 1 hour. This action assures that ne
unborated water will be introduced into the RCS when proper

'
mixing cannot t' assured. The allowed Completion Time
requires that prompt action be taken, and is based on the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this timn.

A.2

The Requirement to perform SR 3.1.1.1 (SDH verification)
within 1 hour assures that if the boron concentration in the
RCS has been reduced and not detected by the source range
instrumentation, prorrpt action may be taken to restore the
required SDH. The allowed Completion Time is consistent with
that requir td of Action A.1 because the conditions and
consequences are the same.

(continued)

i
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. BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1'

REQUIREMENTS4

This Surveillance requires verification every 12 hours that
a minimum mixing flow is present in the RCS. A Frequency of
12 hours is adequate considering the low probability of an;

inadvertent BOE during this time, and the ease of verifying4

: the required RCS flow.

: *

| REFERENCES None.
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15 4.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Boron dilutions during refueling, cold shutdown, hot shutdown, hot standby, startup, and
power modes of operation are considered in this analysis. Conservative values for necessary
parameters are used (high reactor coolant system critical boron concentrations, high boron
worths, minimum shutdown me.cgins, and lower-than actual reactor coolant system volumes).
These assumptions (see TaHe 15.4-2) result in conservative determinations of the time
available for operator or automatic system response after detection of a dilution transient in
progress.

In meeting the requirements of GDC 17 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, a loss of offsite
power is considered for the boron dilution case initiated from the power mode of operation
(Mode 1) with the reactor in manual control. This is the analyzed Mode 1 boron dilution case
that produces a reactor and turbine trip. The loss of offsite power is assumed to occur as a
direct result of a turbine trip that would disrupt the grid and produce a consequential loss of
offsite ac power. As discussed in subsection 15.0.14, that scenario can occur only with the
plant at power and connected to the grid. Therefore, only a boron dilution case initiated from

)full power will address the consequential loss of offsite power.

15.4.6.2.1 Dilution During Refueling (Mode 6)

An uncontrol!cd boron dilution transient cannot occur during this mode of operation.
Inadscrtent dilution is prevented by administrative controls, which isolate the reactor coolant
system from the potential source of unborated water by locking closed specified valves in the
chemical and volume control system during refueling operations. These valves block the flow
paths that allow unborated makeup water to reach the reactor coolant sptem. Makeup which
is required during refueling uses water supplied from the boric acid tank (which contains
borated water).

15.4.6.2.2 Dilution During Cold Shutdown (Mode 5)

The following conditions are assumed for inadvertent boron dilution while in this operating
mode:

*

A dilution flow of 200 gpm of unbo~1ted water exists.*

A solume of 2245 ft' is a conservative estimate of the minimum actise reactor coolant*

system volume corresponding to the water level at mid-loop in the vessel while on
normal residual heat removal. The assumed actise volume does not include the solume
of the reactor sessel upper head region.

Control rods are fully inserted, which is the normal condit on in cold shutdown and a* i

critical boron concentration of 1315 ppm. This is a conservative boron concentration
with control rods inserted and allows for the most reactive rod to be stuck in the fully
withdrawn position.

Revision: 17
October 31,1997 15.4-22 3 W85tiflgtl0ljSe
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15. Accident Anilyses.

The shutdown margin is equal to 1.6-percent Ak/k, the minimum value required by the*

Technical Specifications for the cold shutdown mode. Combined with the preceding, this
gives a shutdown boron cencentration of 1489 ppm.

| The reactor coolant system is considered well-mixed. The Technical Specifications*

I require that when in Mode 5, at least one reactor coolant pump shall be operable, which
I prosides sufficient now through the system to maintain the system well-mixed. If a
I reactor coolant pump is not operating, the unborated water sources are isolated and an
I uncontrolled boron dilution transient cannot occur, as discussed in section 15.4.6.2.1.

In the event of an inadscrtent boron dilution transient during cold shutdown, the source range
nuclear instrumentation detects an increase of 60 percent of the neutron flux by comparing
the current source range Oux to that of about 50 minutes earlier. Upon detcetion of the flux
incicase, an alarm is sounded for the operator, and valves are actuated to terminate the
dilution automatically.

Upon any reactor trip signal, source range flux multiplication signal, low input voltage to the
Class IE de and uninterruptable power supply system battery chargers, or safety injection
signal, a safety function automatically isolates the potentially unborated water from the
demmeralized water transfer and storage sptem and thereby terminates the dilution. The
suction lines for the chemical and so!ume control system pumps are automatically realigned
to draw borated (greater than 4000 ppm) water from the chemical and solume control system
boric acid tank. The realignment of the chemical and solume control system valves to
terminate the dilution is a safety-related function. The realignment of pump suction to the
boric acid tank is a nonsafety-related operation. The chemical and solume controi system
pumps are nonsafety-related, so their operation is not credited in the analysis. The aaalysis
does consider the initial portion of this boration phase by treating it as a continuing dilution
until any unborated water in the chemical and volume control system hree is purged

The automatic protectise actions initiate about 8.9 mmutes after the start of diletion. These
automatic actions minimize the approach to criticality and maintain the plant in a suberitical
condition. After the automatic protection functions take place, the operator may take action
to restore the Technical Specification shutdown margin.

15.4,6.2.3 Dilution During Safe Shutdown (Mode 4)

The following conditions are assumed for an inadvertent boron dilution while in this mode.

A dilution Gow of 200 gpm of unborated uater exists.*

Reactor coolant sy stem water solume is 2601 ftt This is a co servatise estimate of the*

minimum active solume of the reactor coolant system while on normal residual heat
rem os al.

Revision: 17
WeSilflgt100Se 15.4-23 October 31,1997
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.

All control rods are fully inserted, except the most reactive rod which is assumed stuck*

in the fully withdrawn position, and a conservative critical boron concentration of
1303 ppm.

The shutdown margin is equal to 1.6-percent AkA, the minimum value required by the*

Technical Specifications for the hot shutdown mode. This gives a shutdown boron
concentration of 1482 ppm.

I The reactor coolant sy stem is considered well-mixed. The Technical Specifications*

I require that when in Mode 5, at least one reactor coolant pump shall be operable, which
I provides sufficient Gow through the system to maintain the syston well-mixed. If a
i reactor coolant pump is not operating, the unborated wr.ter sour:es are isolated and an
I uncontrolled boron dilution transicat cannot occur, as discussed in section 15.4.6.2.1.

In the event of an inadvertent boron dilution transient during hot shutdown, the source range ,

nuclear instrumentation detects an increase of 60 percent of the neutron Dux, automatically
g initiates valse movement to terminate the dilution and sounds an alarm.

As in Mode 5, the safety analysis considers the potential penalty of the subsequent nonsafety-
related boration function by accoimting for the purge volume associated with the chemical and
volume control sy stem piping. The protective actions initiate about 8.9 minutes after start of
dilution _ No operator action is required to terminate this transient.

,

15.4.6.2.4 Dilution During Ilot Standby (Mode 3)

The following conditions are assumed for an inadvertent boron dilution while in this mode:

A dilution now of 200 gpm of unborated water exists.*

The reactor coolant system solume is 5737 ft'. This is e conservative estimate of the*

minimum actisc volume of the reactor coolant system with the reactor coolant system
filled and sented and one reactor coolant pump running.

Critical boron concentration is 246 ppm. This is a conservative boron concentration*

assuming control rods are fully inserted minus the most reactive rod, which is assumed
stuck in the fully withdrawn position.

The shatdown margin is equal to 1.6-percent Ak/k, the minimum value required by the*

Technical Specifications for the hot standby mode. This gises a shutdown boron
concentrat on of 426 ppm.i

I The reactor coolant system is considered well-mixed. The Technical Specifications*

i require that when in Mode 5, at least one reactor coolant pump shall be operable, which
I prosides sufficient flow through the system to maintain the system well mixed. If a
l reactor coolant pump is not operating, the unborated water sources are isolated and aa
l uncontrolled baron dilution transient cannot occur, as discussed in section 15.4.6 2.1.

1

Resision: 17
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDIT.ONAL INFORMATION

&
Qu, stion 480.1109 (OITS #6378) Response Revision 11

AP6001RWST Hydro Dynamic Loads

There was a minima * amount of instrutnentation (i.e. 8 pressure transducers) within 'he IRWST for the
ADS tests. Discuss how this level of instrumentation can measure the various loads with a degree of
preci:' % oat is neceuary.

I Response: Revisien 1

There were actually twelve (12) p essure transducers used to measure the loads on the quench tank
associated with ADS sparger operation. Six transducers were located at the sparger arm elevation and

, are shown in Fi "re 5 of reference 480.1109-1, with three transducers located in line with sparger armF

A (PE-13,14, and 15) and thice transducers loci ted m line with the space between sparger arms A and
il (PE-II,12, and 18). Furthermore the transducers in each group of three consisted of a transducer at
the radius dermed by the end of the sparger arms, a transducer at the quench tank wall, and a transducer
half way between the end of the sparger arms and the quench tank wall.

Also shown in Figure 5 of Reference 480.1109-1, are two transducers located at the bottom of the quench
tank; PE-9 located directly below the end of sparger arm A, and PE-10 located between sparger arms A
and B at the same radial distance from the sparger body.

Figure 3 of Reference 480.1109 1 shows four additional transducers mounted at the quench tank wall.
PE-16 and 17 are at 10 and 15 feet respectively, above the bot'om of the quench tank and are directly
above PE 15 which is in-line with sparger arm A. PE-19 and 20 are at 10 and 15 feet respectively, above
the bottom of the quench tank and are directly above PE-18 which is in-line with the space between
sparger arms A and B.

.

$ Due to the symmetry of the sparger, its central location in the quench tank, and the right cylindrical shape
of the c 'ench tank, combined with the instrumentation locations described above; the hydrodynamic loads,

geno. e.d by sparger operation throughor't the quench tank versus horizontal distance from the sparger and
disttue above and below the sparger are u,:asured to the degree of precision necessary.

No instrumentation was installed in the ADS test quench tank to directly measure the fcrees resulting from
velccity drag due to fluid motion or from acceleration drag due to the pressure pulses generated by sparger

1 operation. These forces and the resultant loads on # ged piping, support columns, and sparger
j supports are determined by calculation and are to b ted in the Rev. I response to RAI 480.1105
l (OITS 6374).

3
W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
.

References: 480.1109 1. WCAP 13891,"AP600 Automatic Depressurization System Phase A Test
Data Report," May 1994.

SSAR Revision: None
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM '

Question: 480.1121F (OITS #6545)

TS 3.3.2 specifies that the ESFAS instrumentation for the passive containment cooling system
(function 12) shall be operable with the reactor shut down less than 100 hours. TS 3.6.7 specines that
the passivw containment cooling system shall be operable when the calculated reactor decay heat is
greater than 6.0 h1Wt. These two specifications should be consistent. A speci0 cation for time is
likely to be easier to verify than one based on decay heat levels. If the decay heat criteria is utilized,
then the basis should discuss what standard is used and the corresponding input assumptions. If decay
heat level is retained in the applicability of TS 3.6.7, it should be corrected to state 6 h1Wt not 6
h1WA.

Response:

The LCO 3.3.2 Function i2, Passive Containment Cooling Actuation, Applicability will be revised
(Note c) to specify $10DrI 5 with calculated decay heat > 6 h1Wt and h10DE 6 with calculated decay
heat > 6 h1Wt to be consistent with the PCS spec. The 6 htWt criteria is retained to allow for both
time and off loading of fuel. The typographical error in the LCO 3.6.7 Applicability will be corrected.

Additionally the Bases (LCO 3.3.2, Function 12 and LCO 3.6.7) will be revised to address the
calculation of decay heat in accordance with ANS 79 or using actual temperature and now
measurements to perform a heat balance.

The decay heat evaluation asumptions upon which the 6.0 h1Wt criteria are to be confirmed will be
consister.t with the ANS 1979 plus 2 sigma decay heat curves or can be based on a heat balance from
the reactor coolant system. The evaluation of the PCS systems capability to remove 6.0 h1Wt without
operation of the cooling water portion of the system is consistent with the containment analysis
assumptions discussed in SSAR section 6.2

SSAR Revision: See attached mark ups, pages 3.3-35, B 3.3-84, B 3.6-39

.
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t.5P/A5 Instrumentation I
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3.3.2-

.

'

table 3.1.21 (page 7 of 12)
Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Instrumentation

aPPLICASLt,

MODis On OTMta
SPECIPILD atQutato suavt!LLANCE ALL0wa0Lt 1417

FUNCTION CONDITIONS C'4 ANNE L S CON 02720NS atgulatutNTS vALUt 5(TPOINT

11. neactor Coolant Pump
Trip

a. ADS stages 1. 2 & nefer to runction 9 (A05 stages 1, 2 & 3 Attuation) for initiat3.sg functions and
3 Actuation reautrements,

b. neactor Coolant 1.2 4 per act s.L Sa 3.3.2.1 (s 320'se) jPump searing sa 3.3.2.4
mater Teeperature la 3.3,2.5
- High la 3.3.2.6

c. u;nual Cut aefer to runction 2.a (manual cMT Actuation) for. requirements.
Actuation

d. Pressuriger mater 1.2.3.4(3) 4 s.M Sa 3.3.2.1 7.0%Level a Los 2 la 3.3.2.a al.Os
sa 3.3.2.5
sa 3.3.2.6

i 4("). 5(C+3) 4 6.v sa 3.3.2.1 7.os
sa 3. 2.4 al.0%i sa 3. 2.5

j Sa 3.3.2.6
e. Safeguards nefer to runction 1 (Safeguards Actuation) for initiating functions and requirements..

! Actuation

i 12. Passive Containment
Cooling Actuation
a. Manual Initiation 1.2.3.4 2 switch E0 la 3.3.2.3 N/A

t sets

| 5.6(') 2 saitch GY SR 3.3.2.3 N/A
sets;

b. Containment 1.2.3.4 4 e.o la 3.3.2.1 (s 8.0 psig)a

Pressure - High 2 sa 1.3.2.4'

SR 3.3.2.5-

! la 3.3.2.6
;

| (continued)
i

(c) Above the P.12 (Pressuriter L vel) te'terlo k.
' -

with reactor shut doan b- "q- NC A f40FR Ns % la U bAr\ e

(e) - _.

|
(j). With the aCl not being Cooled by the Normal assidual heat memoval System (aNS).

(n) with the aCl being cooled by the nNs.

|-
<
:
:

:
e
i

1

; .

.
5

h AP600 3.3 35 08/97 Amendment 0
9PC1\a>6oo\techspec\16030102.r07 os00s? g
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B 3.3.2 i.

"

BASES-

APPLICABLE 12. Passive Containment Cooling Actuation
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCOs and The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS) transfers
APPLICABILITY heat from the reactor containment to the environment.

(continued) This function is necessary to prevent the containment
design pressure and temperature from being exceeded
following any postulated DBA (such as LOCA or SLB). Heat
removal is initiated automatically in response to a
Containment Pressure - High 2 signal or nanually.

A Passive Containment Cooling Actuation signal initiates
water flow by gravity by opening one of two fail open
valves. The water flows onto the containment dome,
wetting the outer surface. The path for natural
circulation of air along the outside walls of the
sontainment structure is always open.

The LC0 requires this Function to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1.-

2. 3. and 4 when the potential exists for a DBA that
could require the operation of the Passive Containment
Cooling System. In H0 DES 5 and 6. with the reactor shut
dow 1+ss th;r 100 ':rs manual initiation of the PCS
provides containment heat removal. 5 4 3.L3 Agi d llW Q hd mo^ prom 'As t6 buu b % by ot g j

g

gg 12 a. Manual Initiation

The operator can initiate Containment Cooling at
any time from the main control room by actuating
two containment cooling actuation switches in the
same actuation set. There are two sets of two
switches each in the main control room.

Simultaneously actuating the two switches in either4

set will actuate containment cooling in all
divisions. Manual Initiation of containment
cooling also actuates containment isolation.

12.b. Containment Pressure - High 2

This signal provides protection against a LOCA or
SLB inside containment. Four channels are provided
to permit one channel to be in trip or bypass
indefinitely and still erisure no single random
failure will disable this trip Function.

(continued)

h AP600 B 3.3 84 08/97 Amendment 0
IPC1\tectspe<\160303Ch rC7 081397
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BASES (continued)-

.

APPLICABILITY OPEPA91LITY of the PCS is required in MODES 5 and 6 with the
reactor shutdown and the calculated reactor decay heat
greater than 6 MWt for heat removal in the event of a loss
of nonsafety decay heat removal capabilities.

With the decay heat less than 6 MWt, the decay and =nsible
heat can be easily removed from containment with air cooling
alon

The PCS requirements in H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are s)ecified
in LCO 3.6.6, Passive Containment Cooling System ()CS) -
Operating.

,

s

ACTIONS AJ}
With one passive containment cooling water flow path
inoperable, the affected flow path must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this degraded

k
condition, the remaining flow path is capable of providing
greater than 100% of the heat removal needs after an

g accident. The 72 hour Completion Time was chosen in light
of the remaining heat removal capability and the low
probability of DBA occurring during this period.

_

j If the cooling water tank is inoperable, it must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. The tank may be declared
inoperable due to low water level or temperature out of
limits. . The 8 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on
the remaining heat removal capability of the system and the
availability of cooling water from alternate sources.

t

r
tL Co b b d Q Q kA L kwgg

c o sa l d k c s; ek, c d Mys o bon of
I ws ms p63 bJ -t 1 e 9y% o- m m

f k eta cm LJ nck-

(continued)

(
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM

Questiont 480,Il25F (OITS #6549) REVISION 1 TO RESPONSE

A number of AP600 technical speci0 cation refer to a condition involving "... MODE 6 with upper
internals in place and cavity level less than full." The staff believes these should be corrected to
refer to MODE 6 with upper internals in place or cavity level less than full (Examples: TS 3.3.2
Conditions W, X. and Y, Footnote g of Table 3.3.2 1, 3.4.14, 3.5.8, 3.6.7). In addition, the basis
for these TSs should also be corrected. For example TS 3.3 2 actions X.2 and Y.2 specifies actions
to be in Mode 6 with the upper Internals removed and the cavity full, whereas, the basis for this
tech spec, specifies being in Mode 6 with the upper internals in place and the refueling cavity level
less than full. TS 3.6.7 uses and/or rather than just or. Westinghouse should also clarify that cavity
refers to refueling cavity and specify what constitutes a full cavity level (e.g.,23 feet above the reactor
vessci flange). This comment is also applicable to the investment protection procedures 1.2,2.2 2,
2.3,2.4, 2.8 and 3.2 in SSAR Chapter 16.3.

Response: REVISION 1

The wording to describe this condition has been modified in the Technical Specifications and
corresponding Bases as shown. For the ADS mode applicability specs (T.S. 3.3.2, and 3.4.14), the
condition will now be referred to as " Mode 6 with the upper intemals in place." The status of the
refueling cavity and / or IRWST is addressed in other applicable specifications, and need not be a
condition of applicability for these specifications. In mode 6, ADS is required until the upper internals
are removed.

| For the IRWST action statements (T.S. 3.5.8), the PCS action statements (T.S. 3.6,7), and the
! Containment Penetration Action Statements (T.S. 3.6.8), the reference to the upper internals is deleted,

and the condition specified is that the cavity must be filled. For these specifications, the safety
function is provided by filling the refueling cavity, and is not dependent on the status of the upper
internals.

The proposed changes differ from those discussed at the Westinghouse /NRC meeting on January 28,
1998.

| SSAR Revision:

! Technical Specifications 3.3.2, 3.4.14, 3.5.8, 3.6,7, and 3.6.8 and applicable Bases as shown.

|

480,1125F(RI) 1.

[ W85tiligh00Se
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3.6.7
*
.

ACTIONS (continued)

C. Required Action and C.1.1 If in MODE 5. initiate Imediately
associated Completion action to be in H00E 5
Time of Conditions A with RCS intact and
or B not met, visible level in

pressurizer.
OR
-

y
-

LCO not met for
reasons other than A C.1.2 If in MODE 6, initiate Imediately
or B. action to be in MODE 6

"f th t.t ;; "--im-

Wi% aemound end-the
refueling cavity full.

AND

C.2 Suspend positive Immediately
reactivity additions.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.7.1 The SRs of Specification 3.6.6, " Passive In accordance
Containment Cooling System Operating * with
are applicable, applicable

SRs,

!

b AP600.ew.e,,,,.een., 3.6 17 08/97 Amendment 0oon. o
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B 3.6.7.

.

BASES
-

ACTIONS C.1
(continued)

Action must be initiated if any of the Required Actions and
associated Completion Times for Condition A or 8 are not
met, or if the LCO is not met for reasons other than
Condition A or B. If in MODE 5 with the RCS open and/or
pressurizer level not visible, action must be initiated,
immediately, to increase the RCS level to a visible
pressurizer level and to close the RCS so that the PRHR HX
operation is available. If in MODE 6 with the epw
Stcrriels iirpiacc and/vr sne refueimy-couity les tNn
fvlb action must be initiated, imediately, to increase the
refueling cavity level to full,with tM vpper " terr &
-"" In both cases, the time to RCS boiling is
maximized by maximizing the RCS inventory and maintaining
RCS temperature as low as practical. Additionally, action
to suspend positive reactivity additions is required to
ensure that the shutdown margin is maintained. Sources of
positive reactivity addition include boron dilution,
withdrawal of reactivity control assemblies, and excessive
cooling of the RCS

These Actions place the plant in a condition which maximize
the time to actuation of the Passive Containment Cooling (
System, thus providing time for repairs or application of '

alternative cooling capabilities.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

The LCO 3.6.6 Surveillance Requirements (SR 3.6.6.1 through
3.6,6.8) are applicable. The Frequencies associated with
each specified SR are applicable. Refer to the
corresponding Bases for LCO 3.6.6 for a discussion of each
SR.

|
--

| REFERENCES 1. AP600 SSAR. Section 6.2. ' Containment Systems.'
|

;

I

b AP600cmo,e a w B 3.6 40 08/97 Amendment 0
. e.-
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3.6.8*

.

ACTIONS (continued)-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
p

B. Required Action and 8.1.1 If in MODE 5, Immediately
associated Completion initiate action to
Time not met. be in H0DE 5 with

RCS intact and
OR visible level in the-

pressurizer.
LC0 not met for
reasons other than OR
Condition A.

-

B.1.2 If in MODE 6. Immediately
initiate action to
be in MODE 6 with
th: ;;:- "t: 7. 1-
W the p h |84

.

cavity full.

AND

B.2 Suspend positive Immediately
reactivity additions.,

b AP600.en.e.,ciem., 3.6 19 08/97 Amendment 0mi1m ci
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- BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable
during conditions for which the primary safety related core
cooling and boration capabilities are provided by IRWST or
injection or PRHR MODES 5 and 6. The capability to close
containment is required to ensure that the cooling water
inventory is not lost in the event of an accident.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment penetration
requirements are addressed by LC0 3.6.1.

ACTIONS A.1

If the containment equipment hatches, air locks, or any
containment penetration that provides direct access from the
containmant atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is not in
the required status, including the containment isolation
function not capable of actuation when automatic isolation
valves are open, the penetration (s) must be restored to the
required status within 1 hour.

B.1 and B.2

If Required Action A.1 is not completed within I hour or the
LCO is not met for reasons other than Condition A, action (
must be taken to minimize the probability and consequences
of an accident.

In H0DE 5, action must be initiated, immediately, to be in
MODE 5 with a visible level in the pressurizer and to close
the RCS so that the PRHR HX operation is available. In
H0DE 6, action must be initiated, immediately, to be in
MODE 6 with th: gg ,,,im neh . i.~C =d the refueling
cavity full. The time to RCS boiling is maximized bys

maximizing RCS inventory, and allowing PRHR HX operation.
Additionally, action to suspend positive reactivity
additions is required to ensure that the shutdown margin is
maintained. Sources of positive reactivity addition include
boron dilution, withdrawal of reactivity control assemblies,
and excessive cooling of the RCS.

(continued)
t

h AP600.omo ,c a m , B 3.6 44 08/97 Amendment 0
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM

Question: 480.1126F (OITS #6550)

Westinghouse should explain why the remote shutdown workstation technical specification (TS 3.3.4)
is only required in modes 137 The basis for TS 3.3.4 discusses use of the remote shutdown
workstation to place and maintain the plant in MODE 4. How can the plant be maintained in MODE
4 from the remote shutdown workstation, when the RMS is not required to be operable in MODE 47

Response:

The applicability for TS 3.3.4, Remote Shutdown Workstation, will be revised to include
MODE 4 2 350*F.

SSAR Revision: See attached mark ups, pages 3.3 44 B 3.3-133.

.
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION.

3.3.4 Remote Shutdown Workstation

LCO' 3.3.4 The Remote Shutdown Workstation (RSW) shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: H0 DES 1, 2. and 3.

Mobe. 4 > 3 re * F
ACTIONS

.......................................N0TES..................................
1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
..............................................................................

_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION T!HE

A. RSW inoperable. A.1 Restore to OPERABLE 30 days
status. '

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3, 6 hoursassociated Completion
Time not met. AND

s 3.fo *F
*

B.2 Be.in H0DE 4. 12 hours
3

.. .. . -_

.
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BASES
'

,

APPLICABLE The RSW is considered a contributor to the reduction of unit
SAFETY ANALYSES risk to accidents and as such it has been retained in the
(continued) Technical Specifications, as indicated in the NRC Policy

Statement.

LCO The RSW LC0 provides the requirements for OPERABILITY of the
displays and controls necessary to place and maintain the
plant from a location other than the main control room.

The RSW is OPERABLE if the display instrument and control
functions needed to support the RSW are OPERABLE.

The RSW covered by this LC0 do not need to be energized to be
considered OPERABLE. This LC0 is intended to ensure the RSW
will be OPERABLE if plant conditions require that the RSW be
placed in operation,

eiebt i b aso*F.t

APPLICABILITY The RSW LCO is applicable in H00ES 1. 2,gand 2. This is
'

required so that the facility can be placed and maintained in
MODE 4 for an extended period of time from a location other
than the main control room. , , , , pg,
This LCO is not applicable in H0DE 4g 5/or 6. In theseH0 DES, the unit is already suberitica{l Tnd in a condition of'

,

reduced Reactor Coolant System (RCS) energy. Unaer these
conditions, considerable time is available to restore
necessary instrument control functions if main control room
instruments or controls become unavailable.

ACTIONS Note 1 excludes the MODE change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. :

This exception allows entry into an applicable MODE while
| relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may eventually

require a plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable dueI

to the low probability of an event requiring the RSW and
because the e M oment can generally be repaired during
operation wit' +t significant risk of a spurious trip.

I

(continued)

(
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM 9-

n-

I

] Q1cationt 480.1132F (OITS #6556)

; There are several inconsistencies between the "!RWST Shutdown, RCS Reduced Inventory" T.S.
3.5.8 and its BASIS. TS 3.5.8 is applicable at all times during mode 6 per t'1e applicability statement.

i However, the basis discussion on applicability states that this LCO is only applicable in mode 6 when
i the upper internals are in place and the cavity level is less than full. In addition, the LCO description
! states that it is not applicable during filling or draining of the refueling cavity. Condition C of TS

3.5.8 secm to cover all states of 611ing or draining of the refueling cavity such that as long as the
; combined volume of the IRWST and refueling cavity is within 3 percent of the IRWST nominal
i volume, conditions comply with the TS. If the TS does not apply to Alling or draining of the

refueling cavity or other conditions within MODE 6, Westinghouse should address how those
i conditions are covered.

t
i

; Response:
1

; The noted inconsistencies will be eliminated by the following corrections to LCO 3.5.8 and the
i associated Basesc

.| Applicability in all of Mode 6 is correct. The Bases discussion (Applicable Safety Analyses section)
of the Mode 6 applicability will be revised to delete "with the upper internals in place and the cavity;

lesel less than full." This inconsistency was previously eliminated in Required Action E.1.2 and the-

; associated Bases in response to RAI 480.ll25F (Westinghouse letter DCP/NRCl240, dated January
: 30,1998).
,

; The Bases stat: ment (LCO section), that the volume require.nent shall not be applicable during filling I

or draining of the cavity, will be deleted. Condition C is correct as is.

i

SSAR Resision: See attached mark up, page B 3.5 38.

:

Reference: None.

!
.

|
SSAR Resision: See attached markup

i

<

R

*

i

480.1132F 1g

I

!
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.

IRWST Shutdown, RCS Znventory Low
.

B 3.5.8.

B 3.5 PASSIVE CORE COOLING SYSTEM (PXS)

B 3.5.8 In containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) Shutdown, RCSInventory Low

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the IRWST is provided in LCO 3.5.6,
"In containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) -
Operating.'

APPLICABLE For postulated shutdown events in MODE 5 with the Reactor
SAFET( ANALYSES Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary open. and level nat

_v si ible in the cressurizer and in MODE 6|rith the u;;;r ''

m f o .il3 2. H r.ter,-is ii, viin.e eM tr.e c&s ty ;e m; less the, f ll "CS
Teat removal is provided by IRWST injection and containment
sump recirculation.,

IRWST injection could be required to mitigate some events by
providing RCS inventory makeup.

One line with redundant, parallel valves is required to
accommodate a single failure (to open) of an isolation
valve.

The IRWST satisfies Criteria 2 and 3 of the NRC Policy
~

Statement.

LCO The IRWST requirements ensure that an adequate supply of
borated water is available to supply the required volume of
borated water as safety injection for core cooling and
reactivity control.

To be considered OPERABLE, the IRWST in combination with the
refueling cavity must meet the water volume, boron
concentration, and temperature limits defined in the
Surveillance Requirements and one path of injection and
recirculation must be OPERABLE. The motor operated
injection isolotion valve must be open and power removed. Y
and the motor operated sump recirculation isolation valves /
must-be-closed. acLQEBABLE: MSc'' IN voMc 'r:grre .cr.: T

pf gg ,Tsna!!-not be eppliceble-m1;"E 6 durir,c Shor dra4ntegL
af- tM ref"-m; ~4+'] Any cavit9~Tenage shoGTd be- ~~

~

_istTmatedTn made up 'W1th borated water such that the
.

d
volume in the IRWST plus the refueling cavity will meet the
IRWST volume requirement.

(continued)

460. // 3 & - 2.
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM

Question: 480.ll44F (OITS #6568)

The basis for TS 3.6.7 discusses DBAs during shutdown. %%t are they and how were the DBAs .
cstablished?

.

Response:

Analyses of the SSAR Chapter 15 design basis events that could credibly be postulated to occur in
shutdown Modes are provided in the Shutdown Evaluation Report. However, based on discussions
with the NRC staff, the term Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will not be used in decribing these
esenti in the shutdown technical speciGeations.

SSAR Resision:
1

Technical SpeciGeation Bases 3.4.13, 3.5.7, 3.5.8, and 3.6.7.

t

w westingnouse 48 .144F 1
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B 3.4.13.

.

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
-

B 3.4.13 Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) . Shutdown, RCS Intact
.

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the ADS is provided in the Bases for LC0
3.4.12. " Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) -
Operating."

APPLICABLE _ For non LOCA events, use of the ADS is not required and is
SAFETY ANALYSES not anticipated. For these events. injection of borated

water into the core from the core makeup tanks (CMTs) may be
required for makeup or boration. However, the amount of!

water necessary will not reduce the level in the CMTs to the

M o k I ( .
ps Mpoint of ADS actuation.

(LOC.4).h"'t h
eiMyrsN g.du.b I q' a -m- Fr h . ,: Of cochr,t xcient:

,

it is anticipated that:
the ADS will be actuated, allowing injection from the in-
containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) and the
containment recirculation sump if containment flooding
occurs.

LC0 The requirement that 9 ADS flow paths be OPERABLE assures
that upon actuation, the depressurization of the RCS will,

proceed smcothly and completely, as assumed in the DBA
safety analyses.

An ADS stage 1, 2. or 3 flow path is considered OPERABLE if;

both valves in the line are closed and OPERABLE (capable of
5 opening on an actuation signal). In addition, an ADS

stage 4 flow path is operable if the motor operated
isolation valve is open and the squib valve is closed and
OPERABLE (capable of opening on an actuation signal)..

.

APPLICADILITY In H00E 5 with the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).

intact. 9 flow paths of tk ADS must be OPERABLE to mitigate
the potential consequences of any event which causes a
reduction in the RCS inventory, such as a LOCA.

(continued)

h AP600.om.u.am m B 3.4 54 08/97 Amendment 0
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BASES
*

.

APPLICABILITY The requirements for the ADS in H0 DES 1 through 4 are
(continued) specified in LCO 3.4.12, * Automatic Depressurization System

(ADS) Operating:" and in H00E 5 with the RCS pressure
boundary open and H00E 6 in LCO 3.4.14. " Automatic

gDenressurization System (ADS) Shutdown, RCS Open."

ACTIONS A.1

If any one, or if two flew paths, consisting of one stage 1
and one stage 2 or 3, are determined to be inoperable, the
remaining OPERABLE ADS flow paths are adequate to perform
the required safety function. A flow path is inoperable if
one or two of the ADS valves in the flow path are determined
to be inoperable. A Completion Time of 72 hours is
acceptable since the OPERABLE ADS paths can mitigate.sh.-
without a single failure, s;(tfre

uA
BA

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met or the requirements of LCO 3.4.13 are not met for ,
reasons other than Condition A, the plant must be placed in
a H0DE in which this LCO does not apply. Action must be
initiated, immediately, to place the plant in H0DE 5 with
the RCS pressure boundary open and visible level in the
pressurizer.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

The LCO 3.4.12 Surveillance Requirements (SR 3.4.12.1) are
applicable to the ADS valves required to be OPERABLE. The
Frequencies associated with each specified SR are
applicable. Refer to the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.4.12
for a discussion of each SR.

REFERENCES 1. AP600 Probabilistic Risk Assessment. Appendix A.
I

b^ "\

(,g . p) 57, u ,u. 3> M N SId'
'

i , L.N.u- L3A '',

d,6g,m ,,w,,, B 3.4 55 08/97 Amendment 0,
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I B 3.5.7.

*
i

BASES.

j

ACTIONS C.1 (continued)

to be minor. The allowable water volume deviation is
limited to 3% (refer to B 3.5.6, Action C.1). The 8 hour
completion Time is acceptable. considering that the IRWST
will be fully capable of performing its assumed safety
function in response to 004 with slight deviations in these

'
parameters. lgyg, ,, . , .,% :,

D.1

If the motor cperated IPriT isolation valves are not fully
open, injection flow froin the IRWST may be less than assumed
in the safety analysis. In this situation, the valves must
be restored to fully open in 1 hour. This Completion Time
is acceptable based on risk considerations.

E.1 and E.2

If the IRWST cann't be returned to OPERABLE status within
the associated Completion Times or the LC0 is not met for
reasons other than Conditions A, B, C, or D. the plant must
be placed in a condition in which the probability and

; consequences of an event are minimized to the extent
. possible. This is done by imediately initiating action to'

place the )lant in H00E 5 with the RCS open and a visible
level in t1e pressurizer. The time to RCS boiling is
maximized by maintaining RCS inventory at or above a visible
level in the pressurizer and maintaining RCS temperature as
low as practical. Additionally, action to suspend positive
reactivity additions is required to ensure that the shutdown
margin is maintained. Sources of positive reactivity
addition include boron dilution, withdrawal of reactivity
control assemblies, and excessive cooling of the RCS.

__

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.7.1
REQUIREHERTS

The LCO 3.5.6 Surveillance Requirements and Frequencies
(SR 3.5.6.1 through 3.5.6.8) are applicable to the IRWST and
the flow paths required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the
corresponding Bases for LCO 3.5.6 for a discussion of each
SR.

REFERENCES None.

_ .- ...-__
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B 3.5.8 !-

*
,

*
BASES

ACTIONS C.1 (continued) ;

considering that the IRWST will be fully capable of <

performing its assumed safety function in response to,Ges.ign

@ wr3 g , $,-- Beilehi. .te-=?s) with slight deviations in these>
..

parameters.
*

D.1

If the motor operated IRWST isolation valves are not fully
open, injection flow from the IRWST may be less than assumed
in the safety analysis. In this situation, the valves must
be restored to fully open in 1 hour. This Completion Time.

is acceptable based on risk considerations.
'

E.1 and E.2

If the IRWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within.

the associated Completion Times or the LCO is not met for
reasons other than Conditions A, B, C. or D, the plant must
be placed in a Condition in which the probability and
consequences of an event are minimized to the extent
possible. In H0DE 5 with the RCS intact and a level not
visible in the pressurizer, action must be immediately ,

initiated to be in H0DE 5 with the RCS own end a visible
level in the pressurizer. -In H0DE G wit 1 the upper
internals in place and the cavity level less than full,
action must be immediately initiated to be in H0DE 6 with
the upper internals removed and the cavity full.

The time to RCS boiling is maximized by maximizing the RCS
invento.ry and maintaining RCS temperature as low as
practical. Additionally, action to suspend >ositive
reactivity additions is required to ensure t1at the shutdown
margin is maintained. Sources of positive reactivity
additica include boron dilution, withdrawal of reactivity
control assemblies -and excessive cooling of the RCS. These
Actions place the plant in a condition which maximizes the
time to IRWST injection, thus providing time for repairs or
application of alternative cooling capabilities.

(continued)-
,

h AP600 B 3.5 40 08/97 Amendment 0
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'. B 3.6 CONTAINMDff SYSTEMS

B 3.6.7 Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS) Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the PCS is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.6.6, " Passive Containment Cooling System Operating."

, _

APPLICABLE The PCHi1H ~ he"t- l e 3 essu^r $EiUM .

SAFETY ANALYSES caperi| need foll wing ..i; " 'sh eG'::f?N[ r
c;.N

_ f

the' 13his.4ap.ti.; % 11dered duM @ < tdowrf m
^

/gacar N _remov hem Lg4f~sha - argy+ys /Q.

:.--

f '/ For shutdown eve nts, the Reactor Coolant System (RC5)

/; |J Yq \' # sensible and decay heat removal requirements are reduced as- -

compared to heat removal requirements for H00E 1, 2, 3, or 4
J' events. Therefore, the shutdown containment heat removal

[jk requirements are bounded by analyses of H00ES 1. 2, 3, and 4
events. A discussion of H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 DBAs is
provided in the Bases for LCO 3.6.6, " Passive Containment
Cooling System (PCS) Operating.'

The PCS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. (

LCO For postulated shutdown events, one passive containment
cooling witer flow path is required to provide the required
containment heat removal capability (Ref.1). To ensure
that this requirement is met, two passive containment
cooling water flow paths must be OPERABLE, Therefore, in
the event of an accident, at least one flow path operates,
assuming the worst case single active failure occurs.

The PCS includes a cooling water tank, valves, piping,
instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path
capable of delivering water from the cooling water tank upon
an actuation signal.

(continued)
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Insert 3.6.7-1

The PCS limits the temperature and pressure that could be
experienced during shutdown following a loss of shutdown decay
heat removal.

.

.

Y$o. Il% F~i
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BASES (continu@d).

,

.

APPLICABILITY OPERABILITY of the PCS is required in HODES 5 and 6 with the
reactor shutdown and the calculated reactor decay heat
greater than 6 MWt for heat removal in the event of a loss

'

of nonsafety decay heat removal capabilities.

With the decay heat less than 6 MWt, the decay and sensible
hea' o be easily removed from containment with air cooling
alo-

The PCS requirements in MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4 are specified
in LC0 3.6.6, Pass 1% Containment Cooling System (PCS) -
Operating.

ACTIONS Aj

With one passive containment cooling water flow path
inoperable, the affected flow path must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this degraded
condition, the remaining flow path is capable of providing
greater than 100% of the heat removal needs after an
accident. The 72 hour Completion Time was chosen in light
of the remaining heat removal capability and the low
probability of Qi!A occurring during this period.

I w e ved

Bd

If the cooling water tank is inoperable, it must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. The tank may be declared
inoperable due to low water level or temperature out of
limits. The 8 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on
the remaining heat removal capability of the system and the
availability of cooling water from alternate sources.

(continued)

(
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NRC FSER OPEN ITEM

Questlou: 480.ll45F (OITS #6569)

The Passise System Shutdown hiode hiatrix Table on technical specification BASES page
B 3 0 5 is misleading when compared to the actual tech specs and should be corrected. For example,
the table implies containment cooling consisting of 2 water flow paths is required at all times in
N10DE 6 when the reactor internals are in place. However, TS 3.6.7 and 33 2 indicate that the
containment cooling water paths are only asailable when decay heat is greater than 6 hiW.

Response:

The table has been resised to clarify that PCS cooling is not required when the core decay heat is less
than 6h1Wt.

SSAR Resision:

Technical Specification Bases page 3.0-5.

W Westinghouse
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B 3.0-

.

Passive Systems Shutdown MODE Hatrix-

Automanc
LCO Depressuranon Core Makeup Containme
Applicabdify System Tank Passive RHR IRWST Contammere Coolmg l)
MODE 5 9 of 10 paths One CMT System One Wecnon flow Closure capabdify Two water flow
RCS OPERABLE OPERABLE OPERABLE pa6 and one paths
pressure All paths closed rectrculanon surnp OPERABLE
bourdary flow path
closed Oa.RABLEs

LCO 3 413 LCO 3.5 3 LCO 3 5 5 trO 3.5.7 LCO368 LC O 3 6.7

MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE $ MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE 5
Required RCS pressure RCS pressun RCS pressun RCS pre >sure RCS pressun RCS pressun
Erd State boundary open, bourdary opn, bourdary oper., boundary closed, bourdary closed. boundary closed,

visible level in visible level m visible level in visible level m vistNe level in visible level in
pressuruer pressuru,er __ presseruer pressuruer pressuruer pressuruer

MODE 5 Suges 1,2. and 3 None None One wectora flow Closure capabdify Two v.ater flow
RCS opa path and one paths
prtssure 2 sage 4 valves recirculanon sump OPERABLE
bourniary OPERABLE flow pet
open OPERABLE

LEO 3 4.14 LCO 3.5.7 LCO 3.6 8 LCO 3 6.7
Regaired MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE 5
Erd State RCS pressure RCS pressun RCS pressure RCS pressure

bmrdary open, bourdary closed, boundary closed, bourdary closed,
visible level m visible level m visiNe level in vuible level m
pressuruer pressuruer pressuruet pressuruer

MODE 5 Sages I,2. and 3 None None One gecnon flow Closure capabdtry Two =ater flow
RCS open pe$ and one paths
pressure 2 suge 4 valves rectreulanon sump OPERABLE
toundary OPERABLE flow path
opn, OPERABLE
redxed RCS
mientory

LCO 3 414 LCO 3.5 8 LCO 3 6.8 Lf 0 3.6.7
Required MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE 5 MODE 5
End State RCS pressure RCS pressure RCS pressure RCS pressure

boualary open, boundary closed, boundary closed, boundary closed,
visible level in visible level in visMe level in vuible level to
pressuruer pressuruer pressuruer pre.suriaer

MODE 6 Stages I,2, and 3 None None One geccon flow Closure capabdity Two water flow
Reactor open pas aid one paths
mtemals m 2 stage 4 valves rectreulanon sump OPERABLE
place- - flow peeOPERABLE
J.J_ , OPERABLE
se wrwt-
Asl>="'" LCO 3.4.14 LCO 3.58 LCO 3.6.8 1C 0 3.6.7
Required MODE 6 MODE 6 MODE 6 MODE 6
Erd Sute Reactor internals 15Elemmissenbr'= ReesensimmuuSh-

' ^

remove 4, esmris4 refueling hrefucimg seammun.msW cavity full cartry full rtfuchng cav'ry
fanbaa- fall

MODE 6 None None None None Closure capabdity None
Reactor
internals
reinoved,
m %

"_ LCO 3.6.8
Rrqured MODE 6
End Stae Reacsor internals

removed. refucimg
cavvy full

(n C e d be.n+ C.eo % vb 4C.S no+ ee-99Ved w % c oce-
da.9 he,1st ( (, H W 4,%

h AP60,0 B 3.0 5 08/97 Amendment 0
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Questiont 480.1146F (OITS #6570)

BASES Figure B 3.6.81 of TS 3.6.8 should be incorporated into the TS and not just the bases, since
it establishes the required completion time to achieve containment closure.

Response:

The figure provides allowable closure times for four representative sets of plant conditions. However
other conditions (RCS temperature, IRWST temperature, etc.) affect the actual times to steaming. The
final presentation of this information (curves, calculations, etc.) will be implemented by the COL
holder. The Bases are updated te reflect additional insights regarding this figure.

SSAR Resision:

Technical Specification 3.6.8 BASES.

Y W6Silngh00$8 *
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B 3.6.8
'

.

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5 Containment Penetrations

B

BASES

BACKGROUND Containment closure capability is required during shutdown
operations when there is fuel inside contrinment.
Containment closure is required to maintain within
containment tha cooling water inventory. Due to the large
volume of the IRWST and the reduced sensible heat during
shutdown, the loss of some of the water inventory can be
accepted. Further, accident analyses have shown that
containment closure capability is not required to meet
offsite dose requirements. Therefore, containment does not
need to be leak tight as required for MODES 1 through 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the LCO requirements are referred to as
' containment closure" rather than " containment OPERABILITY."
Containment closure means that all potential escape paths
are closed or capable of being closed. Since there is no
requirement for containment leak tightness, compliance with
the Appendix J 1eakage criteria and tests are not required.

In Modes 5 and 6, there is no potential for steam release
into the containment immediately following a accident.,

Pressurization of the containment could only occur after
heatup of the IRWST due to PRHR MX operation (MODE 5 with
RCS intact) or after heatup of the RCS with direct venting
to the containment (H00E 5 with reduced RCS inventory or
MODE 6 with the refueling cavity not fully flooded) or after

.(o u ce4mtd;m 3e.h heatuo of the RCS and refueling cavity (MODE 6 with .refueling cavity fully flooded). The time from loss of
,4 f(mt e oMih.om normal cooling until steam release to the containment for

is shown in Figure B 3.6.81 as a
function of time after shutdown. Because local manual
action may be required to achieve containment closure it is
assumed that the containment hatches, air locks and
penetrations must _be closed prior to steaming into.

containment.

The containment equipment hatches, which are part of the the
' containment pressure boundary, provide a means for moving

IM large equipment and components into and out of containment.
If closed, the equipment hatch must be held in place by atYg dgp g least (four) bolts. Good engineering practice dictates that-

bolts required by this LC0 be approximately equally spaced.
Alternatively, if open, each equipment hatch can be

(continued)

,
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Insert 480.11467-1

Figure B 3.6.8-1 provides allowable closure times for four representative sets of plant
conditions. The time to steaming is dependent on various plant parameters (RCS
temperature, IRWST temperature, etc.) and plant configuration (RCS Pressure Boundary
Intact, RCS Open, etc.). Therefore, the actual representation of the time to steaming may be
different than that provided in Figure B 3.6.8-1. In determining the minimum time to steaming,
conservative assumptions regarding core decay haat, RCS configuration, and initial RCS
inventory are used to minimize the calculated time to steaming.

The limiting events that leads to steaming to containment ere the loss of shutdown cooling
events that are presented in Reference 2. For such events, time to steaming is dependent on
the postulated RCS configuration (intact versus open), and is based on the response of the
plant considering features such as the operation of the 4th stage ADS valves if racessary,
status of the upper hternals, status of refueling cavity, etc. Conservative assumptions
regarding these features are made in the determination of the minimum time to steaming.

The assumptions used in detcrmining the required closure time for the various containment
openings should be conservative, and should be consistent with the plant operating

,

procedures, staffing levels, and status of the containment openings. The evaluation should
consider the ability to close the containment for the limiting loss of shutdown cooling event,
and considering the possibility of a station blackout.

%7o il%F- 3
_ _ - - - - - - -
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Question: 480.1147F (OITS #6571)

The LCO conditions for TS 3.6.8 state that a number of actions must be completed before " steaming
into the containment". The initial conditions under which this time period is determinad needs to be
clarined. Specifically, what initial RCS volumes and temperatures are assumed in the calculations.
What decay heat correlations are applied? How is steaming into containment defined for cases were
the RCS is initially bottled up and then depressurized through ADS,(i.e.,is it the time to heat up to

.212 F or the time to actual stearn release through ADS stage 4?).

Response:

As stated in this RAI and the response to RAI 480.ll46F, the time to steaming is dependent on many
factors. The most conservative set of assumptions should be used in the determination of minimum
time to steaming. The Bases is updated in the response to RAI 480.ll46F.

SSAR Revision:

None

3 Westinghouse 480.1147F-1

_ - - - - -
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Question: 480.1148F (OITS #6572)

In generating BASES Figure B 3.6.81 of TS 3.6.8, how were loss of inventory events factored into
calculation the time available prior to RCS boiling? The time available to achieve containment
closure can be dramatically reduced for a loss of inventory event during shutdown operations
compared to a loss of residual heat removal esent. Loss ofinventory events are recognized as a
potential in the AP600 PRA (Chapter 54). Because the actual shutdown event that requires
containment closure cannot be predicted, the time available to achieve containment closure should be
based on esents with the shortest time to steaming to the containment. The 6gur: provides the time
to achieve containment closure for specific plant configurations. Unless the con 6gurations are
bounding, a discussion should be provided for determining the time to containment closure for other
configurations, e g., the RCS, IRWST, or cavity water is at a higher temperature than assumed for the
Figure curves.

Response:

As shown in Reference 1, loss of inventory events in Modes 5 and 6 are mitigated / terminated
without the use of containment. Therefore they are not included as the initiating event for the loss of
RNS cooling events discussed in the Bases for Technical Specification 3.6.8-1. Westinghouse agrees
that the time to achieve containment closure for specific plant con 6gurations and that other plant
configurations may need to be addressed. See the response to RAI 480.ll46F for a discussion
regarding this Ggure and the changes that have been made to the Bases to address this item.

SSAR Resision:

None

W Westinghouse #8 '"#8 '
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Question: 480.1149F (OITS #6573)

TS 3.6.8, LCO (d) should be expanded to include all non essential penetrations. For example, it
should state "All non-essential penetrations or penetrations providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere" The containment isolation instrumentation is
required for all penetrations in modes 5 and 6, as discussed in TS 3.3.2, except if the flow path is
isolated. TS 3.3.2 is not limited to the penetrations discussed in TS 3.6.8.

Response:

The AP600 Technical Specification for containment penetrations is consistent with the Standard
Technical Specifications. No changes are required.

SSAR Revision: None.

,

480.1149F-1
T Westinghouse
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. Qu'estion: 480,1152F (OITS #6576)

In generating BASES Figure B 3.6.81 of TS 3.6.8, why is there a difference in the slope of the top
two curves verses the lower two_ curves? The time offset is appears to be due to the differences in
inventory, but all four curves should have a similar shape based on decreasing decay heat. Provide
the assumptions used in development of the four curves. For the curve daring Mode 5 with the RCS
intact, what body of water (RCS or IRWST) is assumed to heat up to 212 F and steam the
containment?

- Response:

The differences are due to the differences in initial RCS inventory which ef' :ts the RCS heat
capacity, and whether the steam to containment results from steaming direm from the RCS, steaming
from the refueling cavity, or steaming from the IRWST due to PRHR operation. As discussed in tac
response to RAI 480.ll46F, these curves are representative of sets of plant conditions, and many
combinations of plant conditions can exist that will yield slightly different time to steaming curves.
Note that this ngure is bracketed, which permits the COL holde'r to develop additional or different
curves based on different plant conditions.

SSAR Revision:

None

!.

O

480.1152F-1T Westinghouse
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Question: . 480.1155F (OITS #6579)

The TS 3.6.8 B ASES should discuss that any temporary penetration covers used for containment
closure should be capable of meeting 45 psig design pressure as stated in the shutdown evaluation
repon, WCAP-14837.

,

i

Response:

Discussion has been added to TS 3/ S B ASES to commit to the requirement that any temporary j
penetration barrier being designed to maintainment containment closure capability at the containment -

(

design pressure of 45 psig.

SSAR Revision: See attached markup

_

0.1155 MW Westinghouse

_ - _ - _ _ _ _ ___
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BACKGROUND installed using a dedicated set of hardware, tools and
(continued) equipment. A self contained power source is provided to

drive each hoist while lowering the hatch into position.
Large equipment and components may be moved through the
hatches as long as they can be removed and the hatch closed
prior to steaming into the containment.

The centainment air locks, which are also part of the
containment pressure boundary, provide a means-for personnel
access during MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4 unit operation in
accordance with LCO 3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks." Each
air lock has a door at both ends. The doors are normally
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when containment
OPERABILITY is required. During periods of unit shutdown
when containment closure is required, the door interlock
mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air
lock to reniain open for extended periods when frequent
containment entry is necessary. Temporary equipment
connections (e.g., power or communications cables) are
permitted as long as they can be removed to allow
containment closure prior to steaming into the containment.

Containment spare penetrations which also provide a part of
the containment boundary provide for temporary support
services (electrical, I&C, air, and water supplies) during
MODES 5 and 6. Each penetration is flanged and normally
closed. During periods of plant shutdown, temporary support
systems may be routed through the penetrations: temporary
equipment connections (e.g., power or communications cables)
are permitted as long as they can be removed to allow
containment closure prior to steaming into the containment.
The spare penetrations must be closed or, if open, capable
of closure prior to reaching boiling conditions-within
reactor coolant inventory.

Containment penetrations, including purge system flow paths,
that provide direct access from containment atmosphere to
outside atmosphere must be isolated or capable of being
isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be achieved by
an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a manual
isolation valve,- blind flange, or equivalent. Ecuivalent
isolation methods must be approved and may incluce use of a
material that can provide a temporary,-atrTc5pheric piessure,
"i'atica barrier for the eher containment penetrations
(Ref. 17). TW- q v- < b.4 i so kk, b, rcic m4 L
c_-p6h- ob mc.wWQ coAnr%} :wb n

cd b co Aie-< d b9 p<tu m . C. 45 p t g .
>

(continued),

b AP600 B 3.6 42 08/97 Amendment 0
APoniectisoecue030608 eC7-042997
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE For postulated shutdown events in MODES 5 and 6, PCS
SAFETY ANALYSES heat removal-is provided by either passive residual heat

removal (PRHR) or IRWST injection and containment sump
recirculation. To support RCS heat removal, containment
closure is required to limit the loss of the cooling water
inventoryfromcontainment(Ref.g._y
Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 This LCO limits the loss of cooling water inventory in
containment to assure continued coolant inventory by
limiting the potential escape paths for water released
within containment. Penetrations closed in accordance with
these requirements are not required to be leak tight.

The LC0 requires any penetration providing direct access
from the containment atmosphere to the.outside atmosphere to
be closed or capable of being closed prior to steaming into
the containment. The equipment hatches may be open:
however, the hatches shall be clear of obstructions such
that capability to close the hatch within the indicated time
period is maintained. The hardware, tools, equi) ment and
power sources necessary to install the hatches s1all be
available when the hatch is open. Both doors in each
containment air lock may be open; however, the air locks
shall be clear of obstructions such that the capability to
close at least one door within the indicated time period is
maintained. Alternatively, one door in an air loc ( may be
closed. Containment spare anetrations may be open:
however, the penetrations s1all be capable of being closed
within the indicated time period. Direct access
penetrations shall be closed by at least one manual or
automatic isolation valve, blind flange or equivalent, or
capable of being closed by at least one valve actuated by a
containment isolation signal. If direct access penetrations
are open. OPERABILITY of the containment isolation
instrumentation is required for the open penetrations by
LC0 3.3.2, Function 3.a. Containment Isolation. Manual
Initiation. An OPERABLE Containment Isolation Function
includes LC0 3.3.2. Function 19.b. Containment Air
Filtration System Isolation, Containment Isolation.
Figure B 3.6.81 provides the acceptable required closure
times for various modes and conditions.

(continued)

@ AP600 B 3.6 43 08/97 Amendment 0m, .. .,uu mom .orouw
ggc , p55e G
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.8.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Each of the two equipment hatches is provided with a set of
hardware, tools, equipment, and self contained power source
for moving the hatch from its storage location and
installing it in the opening. The required set of hardware
and tools shall be visually inspected to ensure that they
can perform the required functions The equipment and power
source shall be inspected and/or operated as necessary to
verify that the hatch can be installed. The power source
shall be verified as containing sufficient energy to install
the hatch from the storage location.

The 7 day Frequency is adequate considering that the
hardware, tools, equipment, and zwer sources are dedicated
to the associated equipment hatc1 and not used for any other
functions.

The SR is modified by a Note which only requires that the
surveillance be met for an open equipment hatch. If the
equipment hatch is installed in position, then the
availability of the means to install the hatch is not

irequired.

SR 3.6.8.3

This Surveillance demonstrates that at least one valve in
each open penetration actuates to its isolation position on
manual initiation or on an actual or simulated containmentisolation signal. The 24 month Frequency maintains
consistency with other similar valve testing requirements.
The OPERABILITY requirements for the Containment Isolation
function are specified in LC0 3.3.2.

REFERENCES 1. -GP& Nucleer Safety-Eysluation SE-0002nno.001, Rey, 0,--
W20-19BEh 3

% (WCAP 14837. Revision /, "AP600 Shutdown Evaluation
Report."

(

b AP600 B 3.6 47 08/97 Amendment 0Apolitechapec\t 403C404 r07 082397
,,
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Question: 480.ll56F (OITS #6580)

The LCO 3 A8 BASES should be revised to indicate how the number of bolts needed for equipment
hatch closure during shutdown conditions will be determined. Westinghouse should discuss what
engineering analyses or testing needs to be performed to confirm that a sufHcient number of bolts for
equipment hatch closure has been specified. Westinghouse should also provide the specific design
basis criteria it is using for defining containment closure during shutdown Modes 5 and 6.

Response:

This is consistent with the STS Section B3.9.4 Containment Penetrations, BACKGROUND, "The
containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment pressure boundary, provides a means
for moving large equipment and components into and out of containmnt. During core alterations or
mosement of irradiated fuel assemblics within containment the equipment hatch must be held in place
by at least four bolts." The TS is revised to include a reviewer note that explains t}n basis for the
number of bolts.

The design of the equipment hatch is ruch that the [four] bolts ivould only be needed to support the
hatch in place and provide adequate strength to support the hatch dead weight and associated loads.
The hatch is installed on the inside containment and is held in place against a matching flange surface
with mating bolt pattern by the bolts. Once the dead weight is supported, any atmospheric pressure
within containment will serve to exert closure force on the hatch toward the mating flange surface
sersing to reduce stresses on bolts. Therefore the determination of the number of bolts is limited to
the quantity required to support the hatch itself and not related to any potential containment pressure.

SSAR Revision: See attached markup

.

480A156F1T Westinghouse

- _ _ _ _ _
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS.

B 3.6.8 Containment Penetrations.s

,

BASES '

BACKGROUND Containment closure capability is required during shutdown
operations when there is fuel inside containment.
Containment closure is required to maintain within
containment the cooling water inventory. Due to the large
volume of the IRWST and the reduced sensible heat during <

shutdown, the loss of some of the water inventory can be
accepted. Further, accident analyses have shown that
containment closure capability is not required to meet
offsite dose requirements. Therefore, containment does not
need to be leak tight as required for MODES 1 through 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the LC0 requirements are referred to as
" containment closure" rather than " containment OPERABILITY."
Containment closure means that all potential escape paths
are closed or capable of being closed. Since there is no
requirement for containment leak tightness, compliance with
the Appendix J 1eakage criteria and tests are not required.

In Modes 5 and 6, there is no potential for steam release
i into the containment immediately following a accident.

Pressurization of the containment could only occur after
heatup of the IRWST due to PRHR HX operation (MODE 5 with
RCS intact) or after heatup of. the RCS with direct venting
to the containment (MODE 5 with reduced RCS inventory or
MODE 6 with the refueling cavity not fully flooded) or after
heatup of the RCS and refueling cavity (MODE 6 with
refueling cavity fully flooded). The time from loss of
normal cooling until steam release to the containment for
these different MODES is shown in Figure B 3.6.81 as a
function of time after shutdown. Because local manual
action may be required to achieve containment closure it is
assumed that the containment hatches, air locks and
penetrations must be closed prior to steaming into
containment.

The containment equipment hatches, which are part of the the
containment pressure boundary, provide a means for moving
large equipment and components into and out of containment.
If closed, the equipment hatch must be held in place by ath least [four) bolts. Good engineering practice dictates that
bolts required by this LC0 be approximately equally spaced.
Alternatively, if open, each equipment hatch can be

(continued)

;

h AP600 B 3.6 41 08/97 Amendment 0
APonteesowu6030608.#C7 082397
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BACKGROUND installed using a dedicated set of hardware, tools and
(continued) equipment. A self contained power source is provided to ,

drive each hoist while lowering the hatch into position.
Large equipment and components may be moved through the
hatches as long as they can be removed and the hatch closed

7 [ prior to steaming into the containment)~

_

i The containment air locks, which are also part of the
j - containment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel

access during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 unit operation in
accordance with LC0 3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks." Each 4

air lock has a door at both ends. The doors are normally
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when containment
OPERABILITY is required. During periods of unit shutdown
when containment closure is required, the door interlock
mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air
lock to remain open for extended periods when frequent
containment entry is necessary, Temporary equipment
connections (e.g., power or communications cables) are
permitted as long as they can be removed to allow
containment closure prior to steaming into the containment.

Containment spara penetrations which also provide a part of
the containment boundary provide for temporary support
services (electrical, I&C air, and water supplies) during ,

MODES 5 and 6. Each penetration is flanged and normally
closed. During periods of p1 ant shutdown, temporary support
systems may be routed through the penetrations: temporary
equipment connections (e.g., power or communications cables)
are permitted as long as they can be renoved to allow
containment closure prior to steaming into the containment.
The spare penetrations must be closed or, if open, capable
of closure prior to reaching boiling conditions within
reactor coolant inventory.

Containment penetrations, including purge system flow paths,
that provide direct access from containment atmosphere to
outside atmosphere must be isolated or capable of being
isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be achieved by
an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a manual
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. Ecuivalent
isolation methods must be approved and may incluce use of a
material that can provide a temporary, atmospheric pressure,
ventilation barrier for the other containment penetrations
(Ref. 1).

(continued)

h AP600 B 3.6 42 08/97 Amendment 0
APontecmsoec0 6030600 r07 082117
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Reviewers Note: The design of the equipment hatch is such that the [four] bolts would only
be needed to support the hatch in place and provide adequate strength to support the hatch
dead weight and associated loads. The hatch is installed on the inside containment and is held
in place against a matching flange surface with mating bolt pattern by the oolts. Once the
dead weight is supported, any atmospheric pressure within containment will serve to exert
closure force on the hatch toward the mating flange surface serving to reduce stresses on
bolts. Therefore the determination of the number of bolts is limited to the quantity required
to support the hatch itself and not related to any potential containment pressure,

J
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Question: 480.1157F (OITS #6581)

TS surveillance requirement 3.6.8.3 should be expanded to include all the requirements discussed in its
corresponding BASES discussion.

Response :

As discussed in the NRC / Westinghouse meeting of January 28,1998, this question should refer to
TS 3.6.8.1. As also discussed, the AP600 TS surveillance requirement is consistent with the Standard
Technical Specifications. No changes are required.

SSAR Revision: None

48' " 5*
w westieuse
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Question: 4SO.ll62F (OITS #6586)

The terms and conditions referred to in AP600 technical specification during Modes 5 and 6 appear to
be ucessive and essentially establish multiple sub-modes. If possible, the Modes should be simplified
and made consistent between the various specifications.

Mode 5 (all head bolts tensioned) Mode 6 (1 or more head bolts not tensioned)

Mode 5 (all times) Mode 6 (all times)
S L 2.1.2, TS 3.1.1, 3.1.9, 3.3.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.9 - TS 3.4.3, 3.5.8

RTBs open Reactor vessel head is on
- TS 3.3.1 Note (g) - TS 3.4.15

Whenever the RTBs are closed Upper internals in place and cavity level less
- TS 3.4.5 than full

- TS 3.3.2, e.g. Required action X.2

RTBs closed and PCS capable of rod with- Upper internals in place and refueling cavity
drawal level less than full
- TS 3.3.lNote (j) - 3.4.14, TS 3.3.2 Note (g)

RCS pressure boundary intact Upper internals removed and the cavity full
- TS 3.3.2 Note (i), 3.4.13, 3.5.5, 3.5.7 - TS 3.3.2, e.g. Reguired action X.2

RCS pressure boundary intact and a visible Reactor shut down less than 100 hours
level in the pressurizer - TS 3.3.2 Note (e)
- TS 3.5.3

RCS intact and visible level in pressurizer
- TS 3.3 2, e g Required Action Y.I

RCS pressure boundary open
- TS 3.4.14

RCS open and visible level in pressurizer
- TS 3.3 2,c g Required Action X.1,

3.4.13, 3.5.7.

RCS open and level not visible in pressurizer
TS 3.3.2, e.g Required Action X.1
3.5.8

Abose the P 12 interlock
- TS 3.3.2 Note (c)

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies During movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies
TS 3.3.2 Note (h) - TS 3.3.2 Note (h)

W Westinghouse 48 .1162M
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RNS aligned and open to the RCS and RCS
temperature < 350 F

TS 3.4.15
|

Response:

The conditions (sub-modes) listed will be retained as is, simplified, or made consistent as follows:

a. Items I, 2,3,4,12,14,15,20 listed in Table above are identical to conditions specified in the
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG 1431. These conditions will be maintained as is,
for consistency.

b. Consistent with the response provided to RAI 480.1127, items 6,7,9,10, and i1 which specify
either "a visible level in the pressurizer, level not visible in the pressurizer, or above the P-12
interlock" will be standardized as either:

"> 20% pressurizer level" or

"s 20% pressurizer lesel"

Items 5,6,7,8,9, and 10 which specify either "RCS pressure boundary intact, RCS intact,c.

RCS pressure boundary open, or RCS open" will be standardized as either:

"RCS pressure boundary intact" or

"RCS pressure boundary open"

d. Item 13 "RNS aligned and open to the RCS and RCS temperature < 350 F," specified in the
Applicability of LCO 3.4.15, LTOP, was deleted in resolution of RAI 440.784 (Westinghouse
letter DCP/NRCl199, dated December 23,1997).

Items 16,17, and 18 which specify either " cavity level less than full, refueling cavity level lessc.

than full, or the cavity full," will be standardized as either:

"with the water level < 23 feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange" or

"with the water level 2 23 feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange"

This wording is consistent with the precedent provided in STS LCOs 3.9.5 and 3.9.6.

480.11 G 2 F-2
3 Westinghouse

_ __
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f. Item 19, " reactor shut down less than 100 hours," (speciDed for ESFAS Function 12.a, Manual
Actuation of Passise Containment Cooling) will be replaced with " decay heat > 6 MWt," to be
consistent with LCO 3.6.7, Passive Containment Cooling - Shutdown.

These consistency changes will be made for all occurrences within the AP600 Technical
SpeciDeations.

SSAR Revision: SSAR Section 16.1, Technical Specifications.

Reference: None.

.
.

__

__

W Westinghouse 480.1162F-3
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Question: 480.ll64F (OITS #6588)

SSAR Logic Diagram 7.21, Sheet 20, indicates that DAS has a Containment Isolation and PCS
initiations feature which actuates on containment temperature. It is the staff's understanding that the
setpoint fer this DAS actuation is 200 F(although this value cannot be verified in the SSAR). Provide
information on the basis and analysis supporting this 200 F containment temperature actuation by
DAS. The-hutdown PRA assumes containment isolation is accomplished prior to temperature
reaching 145 i? Discuss what is meant by " selected containment isolation actuation" and how that
relates to the isoleion of containment penetrations required by technical specifications, including all
non essential penetradons.

,

Response:

Passive containment cooling and isolation of selected containment penetrations are actuated on high
containment temperature within the Diverse Actuation System as depicted on Figure 7.2-1(Sheet 20)

,

and described in SSAR Section 7.7. He actuation setpoint of [200 F] for actuation of these features
is provided within Table 1.2-1 of Table 16.3 2.

He process and implementation of selection of corcainment penetrations for DAS is provided in
Section 24.5 of the AP600 Probabilistic Risk Assesment. The process within the PRA

- identifies details of each containment penetration
establishes criteria by which penetrations may be screened from the analysis

- performs the screening process on penetrations to identify containment penetrations remaining for
analysis, and

- performs a fault tree analysis on the remaining penetrations to determine the containment isolation
probability

The results of the screening process in particular was utilized to ascertain which penetration should be
assigned diverse actaution. Actuation of any accident mitigative features via the diverse actuation is
not assumed within the plant safety analysis and is not included within the technical specifications.
The diverese actuation system is, however, included under the " Investment Protection Short Term
Availability Controls to provide reasonable assurance that systems that arc important for the utilities
investment protection and for preventing and mitigating severe accilents are available. See SSAR,

Section 16.3.1

Independent and unrelated to the diverse actuation isolation of containment, an evaluation was
performed to calculate the probability that the operators could close containment prior to the
containment temperature reaching 145'F. As explained in the response to RAI 720.461F, this
evaluation was done prior to the current version of Technical Specification 3.6.8 which requires the
containment be closed unless it can be closed prior to steaming to containment. The PRA analysis
assumes that the containment is open, and that steaming to containment begins 17 minutes following
the loss of shutdown cooling. This analysis conservatively calculates a probability that the operators

3 Westingt100$8
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fail to close containment. This failure probability was then used to assess the release frequency based
"

on the probability of failure to close containment. Therefore, the PRA evaluation is conservative, and
there is no inconsistency between the 200"F DAS containment isolation setpoint, and the 145"F
temperature assumed in the PRA.

SSAR Revision:

None
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Question: 480.1165F (OITS #6589)

The technical specification courre of action for the following condition needs to be expir.ined. If the
IRWST exceeds the water temperatcre limits established by TS 3.5.7, the action statements associated
with TS 3.5.7 would require the operators to close the RCS. However, the basis for TS 3.5.7 (i.e., If
IRWST temperature is act within limits, the PRHR heat transfer assamed in safety analysis may rot
be available) may lead the operators to quertion the operability of the passive residual heat removal
heat ex: hanger discussed in TS 3.5.5. TS 3 5.5 would eventually instruct operators to open the RCS
if the PRHR HX was not operable.

Response:

As discussed in the NRC / Westinghouse meeting of January 28,1998, Technical Specification 3.0.8
has been added to address conflicting actions between technical specifications. Technical
Specification 3.0.8 was provided in the response to FSER Open item 480.1128F. No additional
changes are required.

SSAR Rctision: None.
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